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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Within the European Union (EU) there is a demand for a 20 % reduction in the total 
annual energy consumption before year 2020. A selection of cost-effective energy 
initiatives needs to be put in place and implemented. The ambition is to mobilize 
market actors and to transform the internal energy market, with the objective of 
providing EU citizens with the globally most energy-efficient buildings, appliances, 
processes, cars and energy systems available [1].  
��The building sector plays a key role. Heating, ventilation and cooling of buildings is 
responsible for 40 % of total energy consumption and a significant amount of CO2

emission. The three basic elements in meeting this EU ambition are to reduce the 
overall energy demand of buildings, increase the energy efficiency in the building 
sector and increase the use of renewable energy [2]. 

The demand for efficient environmental friendly heating systems has contributed to the 
development of water-based heat emitters specially adapted to heat pumps and district 
heating systems. These heat emitters allow a lower system water temperature with the 
same heat output as traditional systems, which can lead to energy savings in heat 
production and distribution.  

Different technical solutions are used to ensure sufficient heat output in systems with a 
low surface temperature. The most common of these are to use a) large heat transferring 
surfaces, b) technology that improves the radiation heat transfer or c) various shapes 
such as convection fins to improve convection heat transfer. It is also known that 
forcing air onto heated surfaces improves the convection heat transfer, in particular if 
the temperature difference between heat emitter and surrounding air is large.  
 A key publication on low temperature radiator optimization is “Space heating at low 
temperature difference between heating unit and ambient air” by Holmberg et. al. [3]. 
Figure 1 shows how some variables influence heat output from a heated surface 
representing a standard size radiator.  
  Also, many other publications report on thermal comfort and energy aspects with large 
surface area systems, such as floor heating and ceiling heating [4, 5]. In addition, the 
Annex 37 guidebook gives an overview of the characteristics of the most common low 
and medium temperature heating systems [6]. 
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Figure 1. Heat output variations from a vertical radiator surface due to changes in 
radiator height, air velocity at surface and temperature gradient to ambient air, 
respectively. The radiator height was initially 0.6 m and its surface was heated to 40°C 
in a natural convection situation          

Heat emitters with a lower system temperature do not only allow energy savings, but 
may also create better indoor climate conditions than traditional high temperature 
systems [7-10]. A typical thermal climate resulting from low temperature systems is 
characterized by small temperature gradients in the room, a larger contribution of 
radiant heat, and less air fluctuation caused by buoyancy forces [10-13]. 
  Even the indoor air quality (IAQ) seems to be positively influenced in low 
temperature systems. Buildings with low temperature heating tend to have less 
suspended particles, dust and odour [14, 15].  

Floor heating is by far the most common low temperature system in Sweden. While this 
project includes investigations with floor heating, a different kind of heat emitter 
especially suited for exhaust ventilated buildings was the focus of the work, namely the 
ventilation-radiator.  
  About 12 % of all radiators sold on the Swedish market today are ventilation-radiators 
(manufacturers' data). The number is increasing, and the radiator type is also reaching 
new markets in other countries. It is evident that ventilation-radiators can make a 
particular contribution that is now receiving increasing emphasis. Ventilation-radiators 
make it possible to maintain a high ventilation rate at all times, even in the coldest 
winter days. A high ventilation rate with fresh inlet air is important to reduce dampness 
and ensure productivity and well-being of people [16, 17]. Sick Building Syndrome 
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(SBS) symptoms, which undoubtedly can be linked to insufficient ventilation and 
dampness, are constantly increasing in our tight, well-insulated houses [18-20]. 

The thermal efficiency of heat emitters is not the only important factor in saving energy 
and creating a desirable indoor climate. Many factors affect indoor climate, and how 
heat is distributed from the heat emitter to the room is an important aspect. An excellent 
tool to use in the whole design process from shaping geometries to investigating the 
interaction between heat emitters and indoor environment is Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) simulations. CFD may predict heat output, show how and to where 
the heat is distributed from heat emitters, as well as estimate how a human being 
standing anywhere in the room would experience thermal climate.  
  CFD simulations were used from the beginning to the end of this work. Few similar 
studies have been reported, although Prof. Richter at TU Dresden, Institute für 
Thermodynamik und Technische Gebäudeausrüstung, and Omori et. al. have carried 
out comparable projects where thermal comfort and energy consumption with different 
heating systems were evaluated by CFD [21-22]. 

1.2 Objectives 

At the School of Technology and Health of the Royal Institute of Technology, 
Stockholm (KTH STH), development of low temperature heating systems is an ongoing 
project. The main focus is to develop heating systems that render energy savings and 
facilitate alternative heating, but most importantly, health aspects and design questions 
of these systems are also considered. 
  This licentiate thesis presents the majority of project results so far in two parts, each of 
them represented by a journal publication. These are here referred to as Papers 1 and 2. 
  In the first part the thermal climate created by different existing medium and low 
temperature heating systems was compared to that produced by a high temperature 
radiator. The aim was to investigate how different systems distribute heat and manage 
to counteract cold downdraught from ventilation air inlets. The intention behind the 
results, which included illustrations of perceived thermal climate and flow pattern, was 
to point out how best to design and position low temperature heat emitters in the indoor 
environment. It is known that well balanced heating and ventilation systems may lead 
to energy savings and better indoor climate.  
  Further on, knowledge gained from the first part of the project was used as a starting 
point for paper 2, with a study of one particular radiator system, the ventilation-radiator. 
The goal was to find ways to optimize heat output and thermal climate made by 
ventilation-radiators. The interaction between heating and ventilation systems became a 
key focus. To heat incoming ventilation air in an early stage had already in the first part 
of the thesis been shown to be one of the most important factors in achieving a stable 
and uniform thermal climate.  

Through the whole project a secondary intention was to show how results gained by 
CFD simulations may be used as a tool to describe and optimize indoor climate.  
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2 Method 

A CFD model was made according to descriptions of a real life test room where indoor 
climate conditions with different heating systems had been measured by Olesen et. 
al.[13]. Simulations were done with similar heating systems, but other kinds of heating 
and ventilation systems were also tested and evaluated. Results from the simulations 
were validated by comparing results from both studies, performing standard CFD 
validation procedures and making comparisons to analytic models and similar CFD 
projects. Finally the results were evaluated with reference to Swedish and international 
thermal comfort standards.            
   

2.1 Room model and installations   

A single room model of an exhaust ventilated office was used throughout the project. 
The office room had a well insulated window wall while the rest of the room was set to 
have no heat losses through walls, roof and floor. Figure 2 shows room dimensions and 
how ventilation air was brought into the room from different inlets, as well as positions 
of heat emitters.  

Figure 2. Room geometries with dimensions, including ventilation openings and 
positions of heat emitters. Blue lines indicate positions of air inlets and directions of 
incoming air. Red lines indicate where air was sucked out through the exhaust unit. 
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The interaction between different heating and ventilation arrangements was of major 
interest in the project. Various combinations were evaluated.  
  The heat emitters described in the first journal paper were two low temperature 
heating systems, one medium-high and one high temperature radiator. All systems were 
tested in combination with two ventilation systems where inlet air either came at high 
velocity through many small holes in the window frame or through one single slot 
above the window.  
  Paper 2 describes one two-panel radiator only, with geometries and positions of the air 
inlet changed in relation to the radiator to investigate indoor climate changes. In two 
cases the inlet was placed between the panels inside the radiator to form ventilation-
radiator systems. Figure 3 shows the principle of a ventilation-radiator. Tables 1 and 2 
describe all installations used in both parts. Observe that the surface temperature of all 
heat emitters had been fixed at an isothermal surface temperature for simplicity. 

                                 

Figure 3. Sketch of a ventilation-radiator. Cold air (blue arrows) enters a gap in the wall 
and is directed to a channel formed by radiator panels where it rises as it is pre-heated 
to room air temperature. The driving forces are partly pressure differences between 
outdoors and indoors, and partly buoyancy forces. A filter in the channel between the 
wall and the radiator prevents particles in the incoming air from reaching the indoor 
environment. The major part of the pressure loss occurs within this filter. 
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Table 1. Description of heat emitters and temperatures  

 Description/Position Size, m2 Surf. Temp, °C
Paper 1 
Medium temp. radiator 
Floor heating 
High temp. radiator 
Wall heating  
Paper 2 
Medium temp. radiator, Case A 
Medium temp. radiator, Case B 
Ventilation-radiator, Case C 
Ventilation-radiator, Case D 

Single panel, under windows 
Whole floor  
Single panel, under windows 
Side walls and under windows 

Two-panelled, under windows 
Two-panelled, under windows 
0.04 m wide ventilation channel 
0.02 m wide ventilation channel 

0.55 · 2.0  
2.4 · 4.8   
0.40 · 1.0  
1.75 · 4.8  

0.6 · 1.4     

0.6 · 1.4     

0.6 · 1.4 
0.6 · 1.4     

46.0/42.0 
26.5/25.5 
76.0/67.0 
25.5/25.0 

42.3 
42.3 
38.0 
34.5 

Table 2. Description of air inlets and supply velocities  

 Description/Position Size, m2 Inlet velocity, m/s  
Paper 1 
Office 1  
Office 2 
Paper 2 
Case A 
Case B 
Case C 
Case D 

48 openings in window frame 
Over window, vertical 

Over window, vertical 
Underneath window, vertical 
Inside radiator, horizontal 
Inside radiator, horizontal 

0.0012 
0.03 · 0.4   

0.02 · 0.5   
0.02 · 1.4    
0.04 · 0.5   
0.02 · 0.5  

5.83 
0.58 

0.70 
0.25 
0.35 
0.70

2.2 Climate conditions

The room was exposed to a typical Swedish winter environment and ventilation air was 
brought into the room without pre-heating. To suit these conditions, the surface 
temperature of each heat emitter was adjusted in order to fulfill the heating requirement 
for certain comfort criteria in the middle of the room. Inlet air had to be heated and heat 
losses had to be covered.  
  The Swedish building regulations (BBR) give directives for ventilation of offices. A 
ventilation rate meeting this directive was applied in the CFD room from the very 
beginning even if the incoming ventilation air was relatively cold, i.e. -5 °C as the air 
entered the room after being transported through the wall. The ventilation rate was set 
to 7 l/s. This resulted in an exchange rate of 0.8 h-1.  

2.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code 

The CFD code used through the whole project was FLOVENT [23]. This program was 
developed specifically to maximize productivity of engineers working with design and 
optimization of heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems in the indoor 
environment. Drawing board, solver and post processor all are reached from the same 
platform. The code has tools for dynamic manipulation of temperature and flow results, 
which enable engineers to pinpoint thermal and ventilation issues and visualize design 
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improvements quickly and effectively. The process from pre to post processing can be 
learnt with the help of tutorials, a special library with pre-made objects and properties, 
automatic grid generation and advanced help functions. The main features for indoor 
environment simulations are: 

- Particle animation and streamlines as an aid to visualizing complex 3D airflow 
and contamination dispersion 

- Contour animation for visualization of heat transfer paths  

- Iso-surfaces and surface temperatures  

- Airflow representation by vectors coloured by temperature or speed 

- Easy output of flow animations such as video in AVI format 

FLOVENT has a LVEL k–ε turbulence model which is specially adjusted for indoor 
environment simulations, see Agonafer et. al. for a description [24]. It has embedded 
wall functions that automatically reduce the turbulent viscosity from the bulk value 
outside the wall boundary layer to zero at the wall surface. This makes meshing close to 
walls less complicated. It has also a “surface to surface” radiation model that accurately 
predicts radiation heat transfer, a very important aspect in indoor environment CFD 
simulations.  
  Yet the code has several limitations for research purposes; a) it lacks advanced-
computational costly turbulence models such as SST (Shear Stress Transport) and RSM 
(Reynold Stress Transport) models, b) it has a simple first order upwind discretization 
scheme which is stable rather than accurate and c) it handles only cubic objects and 
cartesian grid.  

2.4 Validation 

The validation of a complete CFD system should be broken down into several steps, 
according to Chen [25]. A progressive simulation procedure does not only discover 
potential errors in the model or settings, but will also help to build confidence of the 
user performing the simulation. 

This project started with simple CFD tutorials, such as Belays experiment on mixed 
convection in a two-dimensional cavity, to ensure the combined capabilities of the CFD 
user and code [26]. This particular verification test showed how well the CFD code was 
able to predict mixed convection conditions. 
  The CFD code proved to reproduce expected flow structures, but somewhat under-
predicted the heat transfer from the floor. Figure 4 shows illustrations from the test.
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Figure 4. Screen shots and results from Blays verification test on mixed convection in a 
small cavity. Upper left and upper right: Velocity vectors and air temperature 
distribution in the CFD simulation. Lower left and right: comparison of velocities in Y 
direction between CFD simulations and measurements and comparison of temperature 
distributions along the line at Y = L/2 between CFD simulations and measurements. 

The next step was to build the CFD model in accordance to specifications in the project 
by Olesen et al [10]. Several simulations were made with either less complicated 
settings or subsystems of the whole system, in order to better understand the CFD code. 
One example was isothermal flow simulations to indicate airflow patterns. In addition, 
various calculations were made to make sure that heat exchange between heat emitters 
and indoor environment was reasonable, among them the balance between radiation and 
convection heat. This was especially important in paper 2 where no reference to 
measurements with ventilation-radiators was available.  

Tests were made showing that the results from the CFD simulations were independent 
of the grid design (grid independent tests). The grid should always be fine enough to 
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give similar results if the number of meshing nodes is doubled or halved. Certain areas 
were meshed more densely to meet this criterion. The grid density was especially 
crucial in the ventilation channel and around the radiator in paper 2. Results showed 
that there was up to 0.3 °C deviation in the temperature distribution in the room 
depending on the grid density, but that the general flow patterns were always the same. 
Still, this was regarded as acceptable. Figure 5 shows an example of the meshing used 
in one of the simulations with ventilation-radiators. 

                        

Figure 5. Meshing used for Cases C and D in paper 2. The area inside and around the 
ventilation-radiator, where step gradients occurred, had finer mesh.  

Finally, the reliability of the general thermal climate conditions was established by 
making comparisons between simulation results and measurements by Olesen et. al. 
The general flow patterns were similar. Paper 1 shows some direct comparisons 
between simulations and measurements.  

2.5 Results presentation 
  

Simulation results were described in the same way in all papers. Temperature gradients 
were expressed along certain reference lines, heat output values or surface temperatures 
of heat emitters were presented in tables or diagrams. Results describing scalars 
extending throughout the room, such as air speed and perceived temperature results, 
were expressed as two-dimensional illustrations in the XZ plane, at Y = L/2.                 
See Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Planes and reference lines used to illustrate and describe variations in thermal 
climate in the room. The occupied zone, i.e. the area where people in a room normally 
stay, is defined as a space 0.6 m distant from all walls and up to 1.8 m above floor 
level. 
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3 Summary of results  

The main findings and knowledge obtained in this licentiate thesis are summarized in 
Table 3. The following chapters discuss the contents. 

Table 3. Performance of different heat emitters in relation to a high temperature 
radiator in the exhaust ventilated office. Each aspect is graded by a quotation from  
“---“ to “+++”, and 0 indicates neutral. A better performance is always indicated by 
“+”, so for instance lower transmission losses are quoted by “+”. A similar table 
describing the performance of low heating systems in general (not in combination with 
any particular ventilation system, building type or climate) was presented in [7]. 

Floor 
Heating 

Wall 
Heating 

Med. temp.  
radiator 

Ventilation- 
 radiator 

Thermal Comfort 
Radiant heat 
Vertical temp. gradient 
Cold draught hazard 
Air fluctuations  
Energy aspects 
Operative temperature 
Water temperature level 
Heat transfer coefficient 
Thermal response 
Cooling possibilities 
Transmission losses 
Pump (circulation) 

    +++ 
      + 

 -- 
++ 

       +++    
       +++ 

-- 
-- 
++ 
-- 
-- 

+++ 
-- 
--- 
++ 

+++ 
+++ 

-- 
-- 
++ 
-- 
-- 

+ 
0 
0 
+ 

+ 
+ 
- 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
++ 

+++ 
0 

0 
++ 
0 

+++ 
+ 
+ 
- 

3.1 Thermal comfort  

The statement that heating systems with low or medium-low water temperatures are 
able to create more stable and better thermal comfort conditions than traditional heating 
systems with small, high temperature radiators was partly confirmed in the first part of 
this project. It was found that: 

- The low and medium-low temperature heat emitters gave fewer air 
fluctuations caused by buoyancy forces in the occupied zone compared to 
the high temperature radiator 

- The wall and floor heating systems gave more radiant heat to the central 
parts of the occupied zone than all radiator systems tested. A large share of 
radiant heat resulted in a high operative temperature relative to the air 
temperature. This was indicated to be favourable for the thermal climate, 
while at the same time economising on energy [4, 27]. For a comparison of 
radiant heat distribution from a medium temperature radiator, a floor and a 
wall heating system refer to paper 3
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Air speed levels and temperature gradients in the room are two important aspects for 
thermal comfort. These, however, were found to be influenced most of all by 
temperature of heat emitters and interaction with the ventilation system. The single 
biggest threat to indoor climate was cold downdraught from the ventilation inlets.  
  Cold draught may readily cause discomfort in humans. Figure 7 expresses Fanger’s 
Draught Rating (DR) equation that considers the relation between air speed and 
Percentage of People Dissatisfied (PPD) for a range of air temperatures [28].         
About 17 % of occupants feel uncomfortable with the indoor climate already at an air 
speed of 0.3 m/s, with 50 % turbulence intensity and a temperature of 21 °C.  

           

Figure 7. Percentage of People Dissatisfied (PPD) as a cause of draught at different air 
temperatures. Turbulence intensity, a factor which influences the sensation of draught, 
was set to 50 % for the entire range of air speeds.  

It should be noted that the temperature and air speed ranges of Fanger’s Draught Rating 
(DR) equation is limited and factors such as individual metabolism and clothing have 
not been considered. Currently, some researchers are interested in revision of this 
equation [29, 30], and developing new comfort equations where the effects of draught 
are included [31]. 

In the cases with traditional radiators positioned underneath the windows, cold 
downdraught was blocked and prevented from reaching the occupied zone by warm 
rising air from the radiators. In the cases with large heat-transferring surfaces at low 
temperatures, on the other hand, a weaker counteraction of cold down-flow from air 
supply units was evident. Here cold air from the inlets fell to the floor and spread into 
the occupied zone before it was heated to room air temperature.  
  It was apparent that the ability to counteract cold downdraught should be considered 
in buildings where cold fresh ventilation air is brought in directly from outdoors. In 
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addition, the way ventilation inlets spread cold air into the room should also be 
considered and be adapted to the heating system to prevent cold downdraught. 
Traditional radiators were found to counteract this impact better than floor and wall 
heating systems.

A different kind of radiator was introduced in paper 2; the ventilation-radiator. Using 
ventilation-radiators instead of traditional heating systems in exhaust ventilated 
buildings may be the key to stopping cold draught problems and increasing energy 
efficiency at the same time. The reason ventilation-radiators performed better than 
traditional radiators in terms of thermal comfort was due to pre-heating of ventilation 
air in the ventilation channel inside the radiator. Because no cold air reached the 
indoor environment there were fewer air movements caused by buoyancy forces, and 
smaller temperature gradients.  

3.2 Energy aspects 

Low water temperature heating is favourable to energy conservation, both in systems 
with heat pumps and in district heating systems. For every degree the water temperature 
may be lowered, energy consumption for heat production decreases and energy losses 
in the distribution net decrease. Thus possibilities for effectively utilizing alternative 
heat sources increase. 

A major part of this work focuses on methods to reduce the average surface 
temperatures of heat emitters and thus also water temperatures. The results are 
presented in Table 1. 
  It could clearly be seen how surface temperatures could be readily related to the size 
of heat transferring areas, to the degree of forced ventilation and also to the thermal 
gradient between heated surfaces and ambient air. Heat emitter geometries and the 
interaction with ventilation systems were found to affect thermal efficiency.  
  Thermally efficient ventilation-radiators, for example, may have a lower mean surface 
temperature than less efficient radiators of the same size and still provide the same heat 
output. A summary of heat transfer coefficients for radiators, which are a good 
indication of thermal efficiency, were included in paper 2.  
  Equation 1 describes the heat transfer process between water inside a heat emitter, the 
ambient air and the surfaces around the heat emitter. A detailed explanation of this 
equation was presented in paper 2.    

m& ·cp·∆ θ = k·A·∆ θ m                  (1)                  
  
, where the parameters on the left side, m& , cp  and ∆ θ, are the mass flow of water inside 
the heat emitter, specific heat capacity of water and temperature difference of water 
entering and leaving the heat emitter (θ water, in - θ water, out = ∆ θ). 
  The parameters on the right side are the total heat transfer coefficient k, area of the 
heat emitter surface A, and the mean temperature difference between heat emitter 
surface and ambient air ∆ θ m. 
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Based on average surface temperatures and typical temperature distributions it would 
be possible to estimate the required system water temperature with each kind of heat 
emitter. The difference between inlet and outlet water temperature has a linear 
correlation to the mass flow rate of water in the circuit. 
  No such estimations were done in this project. The CFD simulations were done 
without reproducing the flow of water inside heat emitters. Instead fixed temperatures 
were set for entire surfaces. Neither was there any focus on the performance of 
circulation pumps.  
  It should be mentioned, however, that heating systems with large surface areas, such 
as floor or wall heating systems, require a larger mass flow of water to keep the 
required surface temperature. In such a case the energy consumption for pumping 
increases. Still, the energy consumption for heating of water is always the dominant 
consideration for energy saving. 

   
The annual amount of energy saved in a heat pump by lowering the temperature of 
water to heat emitters was estimated in paper 2. The saving proved to be 1-2 % of the 
total energy usage for heating per degree of temperature reduction, depending on the 
kind of heat pump, the building design, the climate conditions and the water 
temperature level. Vitocalc 2005, a non-commercial program made to help in the 
process of choosing components for heating of buildings, was used for the calculations 
[32]. 

Calculations by programs such as Vitocalc are useful because the main share of energy 
consumption for heating depends on the compressor in the heat pump and the heat 
emitters. Nevertheless, one must remember that there are more factors indirectly 
affecting the energy consumption for heating. First of all, much of the energy that is 
released to the room air by the heating systems can be saved before the air leaves the 
building by a heat exchanger. Saving and reusing energy in old air may have a massive 
influence on the total energy consumption of a building. 
   
Other aspects that also affect the energy requirement for heating are: 

- How well the heating system interacts with the building. In other words, the 
route of heat transported from the heat emitter into the building envelope, 
how well the building stores heat, or if there are high transmission losses. 
Floor heating systems, for example, tend to have relatively large heat losses 
through the floor compared to radiator systems 

- How well the heating system and the ventilation system together are able to 
distribute heat to the indoor air and create a stable indoor climate. 
Ventilation-radiators heat fresh ventilation air directly and create an 
indoor climate with small vertical temperature gradients in exhaust 
ventilated buildings, which is energy economic. In well insulated buildings 
with little risk for cold draught, such as fully mechanical ventilated 
buildings, floor heating systems tend to create an even more stable climate  
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- How much of the time the heating system has to be turned on every day and 
throughout the season to give the desired thermal climate in the occupied 
zone. Heat emitters with a high mass flow rate, such as floor and wall 
heating systems, have a slower thermal response time than small radiators 
and ventilation-radiators. For this reason these systems are more difficult 
to control in a dynamic way in relation to varying heating demands 

- Whether direct electricity is required for heating in addition to the main 
heating system to meet the total heating demand on the coldest winter days 
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4 Discussion and plans for further work 

4.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) as a tool to describe indoor climate 

CFD simulations were used as a tool to express indoor thermal climate made up by 
different heating and ventilation systems. By adjusting the positions and geometries of 
heating and ventilation systems, changes to the climate could readily be traced. It was 
easy to obtain an understanding of how different systems could be designed and 
positioned to achieve an acceptable thermal climate. CFD simulations can be used to 
help eliminate airflow problems or hazards early in the design process before building 
or renovation begins. Whether CFD also could be used as a complement to physical 
airflow testing and measurements in present buildings will depend on the particular 
case.  
    
One of the basic advantages with CFD is the possibility of presenting complex 
variables in a nuanced way. A good example is Fanger's thermal comfort equations, 
PMV (Predicted Mean Vote) and PPD (Percentage of People Dissatisfied), which 
describe thermal comfort of human beings [28]. These include up to six variables; air 
temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative humidity, air velocity, activity level of 
occupants and their clothing insulation. Using CFD these parameters can be combined 
together as one unit and shown throughout the whole room. Using numerical 
measurements it is almost impossible and in any case too time consuming to include all 
these factors and capture the whole picture in the same way. This is especially the case 
for buildings that are still in the design stage. 

Paper 3 focuses on visualization methods in CFD and how comfort temperature can be 
used to describe perceived temperature instead of the more commonly used operative 
temperature. Comfort temperature is a variable describing the perceived thermal 
climate, taking account of air temperature, heat radiation and air speed. This variable 
was also used for visualization of results in paper 2. Figure 8 illustrates how the three 
different variables together form the comfort temperature. 
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           Air temperature                          Mean radiant temperature 
                         

                                 
   

     

Flow pattern coloured by air speed      Comfort temperature  

Figure 8. Examples of visualization effects in CFD. From upper left to lower right: Air 
temperature, mean radiation temperature, air flow pattern coloured with air speed and 
resulting comfort temperature (all from the same case).   

4.2 Ventilation-radiator development 

Ventilation-radiators have become a major focus in this project on low temperature 
heating. It has so far been confirmed that it is easier to extract heat from water flowing 
inside ventilation-radiators compared to traditional radiators and in so doing improve 
the heat transfer process. The main reason is the high temperature gradient between the 
radiator surface and ambient air. 
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  Ventilation-radiators have advantages and disadvantages as with all other systems. 
The reason this particular heating system was given priority for further development 
was its promising potential as a low energy consuming, healthy and environmental 
friendly system. 

Some changes to ventilation-radiator geometries were already proposed in paper 2. The 
main recommendation was that ventilation-radiators should not look like traditional 
radiators with add-on parts, but be purpose-built with a narrower ventilation channel 
between radiator panels to make the most out of the convection heat transfer. By 
changing the width between the radiator panels, depending on the volume flow of 
incoming air, one can optimize the flow field for maximum heat output in relation to 
the draught risk close to the radiator where ventilation air enters the room. Figure 9 
shows a graph which may be used to optimize the volume flow of air (flow 
characteristics) for two different channel widths and different incoming air 
temperatures. For instance, with a channel width of 0.04 m and an outdoor temperature 
of -15 °C, a Reynolds number Re of about 2600 was recommended. At this level there 
would be little risk of discomfort by draught close to the radiator.  
   

Figure 9. Optimum Reynolds Number, Redh, and resulting Nusselt number, Nudh, in 
relation to draught hazard close to radiator for different channel widths and incoming air 
temperatures. For the definition of Redh and Nudh see paper 2.  
   
More investigations are needed for this figure to be validated. Note also that the 
investigations were made for ventilation-radiators without convection fins. Whether it 
is functional to have convection fins in ventilation-radiators with narrow ventilation 
channels is yet to be investigated. It should also be investigated whether increased 
roughness or small obstacles attached in the ventilation channel may increase 
turbulence and this way increase heat transfer by convection. 
An additional feature of ventilation-radiators that also should be developed and used to 
save energy is their strong and super-short thermal response time compared to other 
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heating systems.  
  First of all, the heat output from a ventilation-radiator responds rapidly with changing 
thermal gradient to air passing in the ventilation channel. This results in higher heat 
output on cold winter days when more heating is needed and less heat output when it is 
warm. It is therefore less important to adjust the water temperature level or the mass 
flow rate in the radiator circuit to changing outdoor temperatures. The ventilation-
radiator automatically regulates its heat output. 
  Secondly, a ventilation-radiator is an interactive combination between ventilation and 
heating systems. When the room ventilation rate is increased the radiator gives more 
heat output simultaneously, and vice versa. If the ventilation rate in rooms is varied on 
a daily basis according to where people tend to sit or sleep and where fresh air and heat 
is needed, this fact may be utilized to save energy.  
  Paper 4 describes how to utilize the thermal response time to make ventilation-
radiators become even more efficient dynamic heating and ventilation systems. 
   
Other aspects that separate ventilation-radiators from traditional radiators, and that need 
to be considered in future investigations are: 

- Cold ventilation air passing inside ventilation-radiators may cause freezing 
and damage to the system if water flow in the radiator circuit is stopped. 
Under which conditions can this happen? How can freezing be prevented? 

- Ventilation-radiators need a filter in the ventilation channel to minimize 
transport of noise and pollution from outside to the indoor environment. 
How should the filters and ventilation channels through the wall be 
designed to prevent accumulation of dust and make cleaning or replacement 
of filters possible? How should filters and ventilation channels be designed 
to allow a wide range of volume flows and heat requirements? 

- Ventilation-radiators need a controlled pressure difference between 
outdoors and indoors to provide the desired volume flow of ventilation air. 
Normally this limits ventilation-radiators to exhaust ventilated buildings. 
Are there ways to make ventilation-radiators work well in naturally 
ventilated buildings as well? 

4.3 System energy performance  

The focus so far in this project has been to find out what factors affect mean surface 
temperatures of heat emitters and the thermal comfort conditions with different heating 
systems in a small exhaust ventilated office. No whole building or whole system energy 
analysis has yet been conducted. 
  In the next phase, however, a major aim is to make energy analyses and real life 
measurements to support results from the CFD simulations. An office similar to the 
CFD office used in this work has already been chosen for measurements with similar 
types of radiators and ventilation systems. The idea is to monitor indoor climate 
variables and the performance of heat emitters over a considerable time span to better 
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understand the interaction between heating and ventilation systems, the building itself 
and the outdoor climate. Then it is planned to use the findings to learn more about 
which heating and ventilation arrangements, including ventilation-radiators, perform 
best and develop these further.  
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5 Conclusion 

Energy consumption for heating, cooling and ventilation of buildings is far too high, 
but there are many ways to save energy and create low energy buildings. The work on 
which this licentiate thesis is based focused on the performance of several kinds of low 
water temperature heating systems in an exhaust ventilated office under typical 
Swedish winter conditions. Thermal efficiency was one major focus, but thermal 
comfort conditions created by these systems were also emphasized. All investigations 
were based on CFD simulations and experiments were used for validation. 

The general conclusion is that low temperature heating systems may improve indoor 
climate in terms of lower air speeds and lower temperature differences in the room 
compared to a conventional high temperature radiator system. The disadvantage with 
low temperature systems was found to be a weakness in counteracting cold down-flow 
from ventilation supply units. For that reason it is recommended that the location and 
design of heat emitters and the interaction with ventilation systems should be given 
particular attention, especially if fresh air is brought into the building without pre-
heating.  

One particular kind of heating system, the ventilation-radiator, was found to be 
effective in stopping cold draught hazards while increasing energy efficiency at the 
same time in exhaust ventilated buildings. Results from the office model used in this 
study showed that none of the other heating systems could create a more stable indoor 
climate. In addition, radiator surface temperature could be lowered by as much as 5 °C 
while still ensuring the desired thermal climate when using ventilation-radiators 
compared to the other radiator arrangements. If the water temperature in radiator 
circuits may be lowered by 5 °C one can expect at least 5 % energy savings for heating.  
  It is, however, important to stress that not only the performance of heat emitters is 
important for the total energy consumption. The interaction between heating and 
ventilation systems and the building itself must be considered. With ventilation-
radiators and other exhaust ventilation systems it is advisable to have an exhaust heat 
pump with heat recovery from exhaust air to make the whole system truly energy 
efficient. 
   
The goal for the next phase of the project is to progress towards whole building energy 
analysis. It is planned to follow up with analyses using energy programs and real life 
measurements to find out how energy consumption can vary between different heating 
systems in combination with different heat pumps, ventilation systems, building 
structures, heat recovery systems and climates.  
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Abstract

Thermal comfort aspects in a room vary with different space heating methods. The main focus in this study was how different heating systems

and their position affect the indoor climate in an exhaust-ventilated office under Swedish winter conditions. The heat emitters used were a high and

a medium–high temperature radiator, a floor heating system and large wall heating surfaces at low temperature. Computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) simulations were used to investigate possible cold draught problems, differences in vertical temperature gradients, air speed levels and

energy consumption. Two office rooms with different ventilation systems and heating needs were evaluated. Both systems had high air exchange

rates and cold infiltration air.

The general conclusions from this study were that low temperature heating systems may improve indoor climate, giving lower air speeds and

lower temperature differences in the room than a conventional high temperature radiator system. The disadvantagewith low temperature systems is

a weakness in counteracting cold down-flow from ventilation supply units. For that reason the location of heat emitters and the design of ventilation

systems proved to be of particular importance. Measurements performed in a test chamber were used to validate the results from the CFD

simulations.

# 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Thermal comfort; Energy consumption; Exhaust ventilation; CFD simulations

1. Introduction and objectives

Low temperature heating with heat pump or other low

temperature devices has several advantages. When using for

example a heat pump in low temperature systems, energy may

be saved because the thermal efficiency of the pump (COP)

increases and energy losses in the distribution net decrease.

Energy efficiency aside, studies show that low temperature

heating may improve indoor air quality as well as the thermal

comfort conditions [1–4]. Experimental studies, such as the

IEA Research Project on low temperature heating systems,

show that people living in houses with low temperature heating

systems are more satisfied with indoor climate than people

living in houses with high temperature heating systems [5].

Traditionally in Sweden, water temperatures in the

distribution network have been 80 8C for supply water, and

60 8C for return water from the radiators. Nowadays a supply

temperature of 55 8C is used for traditional radiator systems.

Along with this decrease in desired water temperature, new

definitions for water temperature ranges for heating sources

have been introduced [4].

The temperature of heat-emitting surfaces, for example

radiator surfaces, will of course be lower with a lower supply

temperature from heat pumps or similar. This will result in

lower heat input to the indoor environment, unless heat emitters

are mademore efficient. Different technical solutions have been

suggested for fulfilling this requirement. The surface of the heat

emitter may be enlarged or air may be blown on the heat-

transferring surface to force convection.

Floor heating systems have so far been the most commonly

used low temperature systems. These systems work well along

with heat pumps and provide a good indoor climate. They are,

however, often slow in temperature adjustment and installation

work can be costly and difficult, especially when renovating old

buildings. A research project on large radiators as an alternative

in low temperature systems is ongoing at the KTH School of
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Technology and Health. New radiators are being designed and

modifications are made to traditional radiators in order to

increase the heat transfer and to adapt to low temperature

systems.

In the present study, the goal was to make thermal comfort

comparisons between low temperature heating systems and a

traditional high temperature radiator system. Heat emitters

representing three of the four groups in Table 1 were used; a

medium sized medium temperature radiator (MT), a floor

heating system, a heated wall system (both VLT) and a hot

water radiator (HT).

A CFD model of an office was built. It was given similar

geometries, boundary conditions, air flow rates, heat transfer

coefficients through building envelope (U values) and heat

source outputs as a real life test room that was used for

measurements in a previous project by Olesen et al. [1]. The

CFD simulations were compared to these measurements to

check the accuracy of the CFD predictions. Additional studies

were afterwards done with additional heat emitters and another

ventilation system.

Offices need to be ventilated with sufficient outdoor air to

reduce the concentration of pollutants and to provide employ-

ees with oxygen. Having a high ventilation rate seems to be one

of the major factors in preventing sick building syndrome

(SBS) symptoms and increasing productivity [6,7]. The

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Con-

ditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) recommend 8.5 l/s per person

as a minimum outdoor air supply rate in office buildings [8]. A

high ventilation rate was for these reasons used even if the cold

supply air could be a critical factor in the indoor climate.

Interaction between the different heating systems and the

exhaust ventilation systems under Swedish winter conditions

were of major interest. The variations in perceived thermal

climate and energy aspects between each arrangement are here

investigated and discussed (Table 2).

2. The room model and heating arrangements

The first CFD model, an office with dimensions

4.8 m 2.4 m 2.7 m, was based on descriptions, room and

installation geometries given in a paper by Olesen et al. [1]. Two

windows, heat emitters andventilation supply are shown inFig. 1.

The U value was set to 0.35 W/(m2 K) for the window wall,

no heat was transported through the remaining walls. In

Olesen’s work measured heat loss through the windows was

about 224 W. Two single-glazed windows were for simplicity

included in the CFD model with a total heat loss equal to the

measured value. The height and width of these windows were

1.2 m and 1.2 m, respectively. Results achieved with this setup

are found under the heading ‘‘Office 1’’ in the results section.

An alternative CFD room was also modelled to include

comparisons between the old-fashioned office and a room with

Nomenclature

A heat-transferring surface area of heat emitter (m2)

Asurf total surface area in room (m2)

cp specific heat capacity (Ws/(kg 8C))
C constant coefficient

Dh degree-hours (8C h)

E total heat deficit (kWh)

HT high temperature

LT low temperature

MT medium temperature

P heat output (W)

PMV Predicted mean vote

PPD Predicted percentage of dissatisfied (%)

qin ventilation supply (m3/s)

Qtot total heating power (per degree) (W/8C)
Qtrans heat transmission through building envelope (per

degree) (W/8C)
Qvent heating power needed to heat inlet air (per

degree) (W/8C)
Re Reynolds number

u velocity component in x direction (m/s)

U heat transfer coefficient trough building envelope

(W/(m2 8C))
v velocity component in y direction (m/s)

VLT very low temperature

w velocity component in z direction (m/s)

Greek letters

atot heat transfer coefficient at surface (W/(m2 8C))
aconv convection heat transfer coefficient at surface

(W/(m2 8C))
arad radiative heat transfer coefficient at surface (W/

(m2 8C))
uair mean room air temperature (8C) (about 22 8C

throughout the simulations)

uair,balance balance temperature (8C)
uair,outside mean temperature outside test room (8C)
uref reference temperature (8C) (always 20 8C in this

paper)

uwater-in water inlet temperature (8C)
uwater-out water outlet temperature (8C)
Dum mean temperature difference between heated sur-

face and ambient air (8C)
u0.1 air temperature at 0.1 m above floor level (8C)
u1.1 air temperature at 1.1 m above floor level (8C)
l conductivity (W/(m 8C))
m viscosity (m2/s)

r density (kg/m3)

F universal value

Fref reference value

Table 1

Water temperature ranges for heat emitters

System Supply flow (8C) Return flow (8C)

High temperature (HT) 90 70

Medium temperature (MT) 55 35–40

Low temperatures (LT) 45 25–35

Very low temperatures (VLT) 35 25

J.A. Myhren, S. Holmberg / Energy and Buildings 40 (2008) 524–536 525
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a different ventilation system and better insulated walls and

windows. The temperature of the heat emitters was lowered

thereafter. Results achieved with this room may be found under

‘‘Office 2’’ throughout the paper.

Temperature outside both models, uair, outside was 5 8C at

atmospheric pressure, typical climate conditions in Sweden

between December and March.

2.1. Heat emitters

In Olesen’s test lab heat emitters were adjusted to give an

operative temperature close to 22 8C 1 m above floor level in

the centre of the office. Good evidence of the accuracy was that

similar thermal climate conditions were reproduced in the

simulations as in the test lab with the same temperature levels

and geometries of the heat emitters. Even Eq. (1) confirmed that

the balance between heat output from heat emitters and heat

losses in the room gave similar air temperatures. Eq. (2)

describes the relation between heat transfer coefficient, area of

heated surface and water temperatures inside water based

heating systems such as the ones used in this study.

uair
P

Qtrans Qvent

uair;outside (1)

where heat transmission through the building envelope and

heating power needed to heat inlet air are given by:

Qtrans UAsurf ; Qvent qinc pr; P atotADum (2)

where the heat transfer coefficient at the surface is made up by a

convective and a radiative term and the mean temperature

difference between heated surface and ambient air is calculated

as follows:

atot aconv arad; Dum
uwater-in uwater-out

2
uair

2.2. Ventilation arrangements

Two different types of exhaust ventilation were used

together with all heating systems. In Office 1, air was supplied

Table 2

Data for heat emitters used in the CFD model

Heat emitter Position in room and

dimensions (m)

Average surface temperature

in Office 1 (8C)
Average surface temperature

in Office 2 (8C)

MT radiator Under windows

Height: 0.55

Length: 2.00 46.0 42.0

Floor heating Covering entire floor area 26.5 25.5

HT radiator Under windows

Height: 0.40

Length: 1.00 76.0 67.0

Wall heating From floor level up to

1.75 at long walls, up to

0.70 under windows 25.5 25.0

Fig. 1. CFD model room geometry with dimensions, including ventilation openings and positions of heat emitters.

J.A. Myhren, S. Holmberg / Energy and Buildings 40 (2008) 524–536526
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from 48 small openings associated with the windows. Six

openings were located along each window frame, see Fig. 1. In

Office 2 a single air supply unit 0.4 m wide and 0.03 m high,

was located above the windows. The exhaust outlet, a

mechanically driven fan, was rectangular and located on the

wall opposite to the windows in both models.

The total volume flow rate was kept constant at 0.07 m3/s

through the supply air units in both offices. This gave an air

change rate of about 0.8 h 1 (nominal value). The inlet air had a

temperature of 5 8C which was equivalent to the outside air

temperature.

2.3. Perceived thermal climate

The most common way to evaluate thermal comfort is by

using Fanger’s comfort equations, as was already the case here.

Information and guidelines about these equations may be found

in ISO 7730:1994 and Fanger’s own book on thermal comfort

[9,10]. In this work the perceived thermal climate is

demonstrated by predicted percentage of dissatisfied illustra-

tions (PPD). The PPD variable considers the metabolic rate and

clothing of a test person, room air temperature, mean radiant

temperature, air velocity and humidity. A simulated person

wearing indoor clothing suitable for winter conditions (1.0 clo)

and with a low level of activity (1.2 met) was used. According

to Fanger’s table for human activity and corresponding

metabolic rates the ideal indoor temperature would be about

22 8C for the simulated person.

3. Method

To build a CFD room model on the basis of a real life test

laboratory where measurements had been carried out was

difficult, but useful. The model could not be made totally

identical to the test laboratory because it would be too time

consuming. To reproduce all physical phenomena that play a

role in heat and mass flow through a room is still difficult with

CFD simulations. For that reason the complexity of the CFD

model was increased one step at a time as every feature in

Olesen’s test room was included. This was done to better

understand the CFD program and secure the reliability of the

simulations. It was especially challenging to model the air

inlets in combination with the window. Both the design and the

meshing were crucial. It was important to have fine non-

conformal mesh where the inlet air came through the

ventilation openings; the change to more open-fitted mesh

was carefully designed where the air plumes diffused into

ambient air. Some adjustments meant longer computational

times, but achieved good results. Between 5 105 and 8 105

nodes were used in the model. The simulations were done at

steady state.

The heat flow was of major interest. Thermal characteristics

of the fluids and materials involved were for that reason

accurately calculated to reproduce all kinds of heat transfer.

The fluid in the simulations (air) had temperature dependent

characteristics such as conductivity, l, and laminar viscosity,m,

based on air at reference temperature 20 8C and 50% RH [11].

Both characteristics could vary according to a linear function of

temperature, see Eq. (3). Specific heat capacity, cp, was set to

1005 J/(kg K), diffusivity, Gc, to 1.84 10 5 m2/s and density,

r, was based on the ideal gas law:

F Fref C uair uref (3)

whereF gives the output value for conductivity, l, or viscosity,

m, when Fref is the corresponding value at the reference

temperature. C is a constant coefficient, and uair and uref are,

respectively, the temperature of the room air and the reference

temperature (20 8C).
The program had a surface-to-surface radiation model where

radiative conditions could be applied to individual faces, and

large radiating surfaces could be divided into smaller sub-

radiating regions. The model considered effects of both direct

and reflected radiation between surfaces within the room

model. Typical accuracies for the radiation method were about

1%.

3.1. Turbulence model

The Reynolds number Re indicates when a fluid flow, in this

case air flow, becomes unstable and turbulent. Together with

boundary conditions the value also gives an indication of which

turbulence model, wall functions and settings will suit the case

best. A low Re level k–e turbulence model (LVEL) specially

adjusted for indoor air simulations was used, after trying several

different models found in different commercial CFD codes; see

Agonafer et al. for a description [12]. The model was easy to

handle, proved to give a good picture of the indoor climate and

needed less computational time than other models.

3.2. Air speed

The air velocity in Olesen’s test room was measured with

omnidirectional probes which registered average air speed over

a short period of time. Such probes measure velocity

contributions from all directions, always as positive values,

and display the mean value of velocity at the given position.

Fig. 2. Magnitude of the velocity vectors, called air speed in the CFD program,

in a two-dimensional single grid cell, w direction omitted.
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In the CFD simulations, a value representing the average

value of the six velocity vectors found at the grid cell walls was

used; see Eq. (6) and Fig. 2. Air speed obtained by CFD differs

more or less from the mean air speed value calculated by

omnidirectional probes, depending on turbulence intensity. It is

nevertheless called ‘‘air speed’’ in the CFD program, and also in

the illustrations in this paper. A correction factor may be

implemented in the CFD program to produce results that give

better agreement with air speed measurements made with

omnidirectional probes, but this was not done here. Therefore

no direct comparisons with illustrations between these two

values are presented in the paper, only simulated air speed

results are displayed. Koskela and Heikkinen [13] explain the

difference between omnidirectional measured mean air speed

and the magnitude of the velocity vectors, often called air

speed, given by the CFD program.

The air speed equation used in the CFD program is

air speed
ul uh

2

2
vl vh

2

2
wl wh

2

2

(6)

where the subscripts ‘‘h’’ and ‘‘l’’ mean high and low face

values, respectively.

3.3. Validation

CFD simulations may give a good picture of the indoor

climate, but validation is important to ensure adequate results.

The CFD code, the CFD model and the CFD user may all have

weaknesses.

Comparisons between thermal climate in the CFD model

and Olesen’s test lab were the main form of validation. When

the CFD model was considered to be ready the heat balance in

the room and the thermal climate proved to be in good

correlation with measured results in Olesen’s work. Both

measured air temperature values from the lab and air

temperature values from the simulations are shown in the

results section for medium temperature radiator and floor

heating system. Air velocity comparisons were also performed

in the validation process, but not included in the illustrations.

The reason for this is explained in Section 3.2.

Even with a convergent solution, some additional steps were

taken to achieve good accuracy. Simulations were made with a

larger number of mesh nodes to investigate grid independence

as previously explained by Chen et al. [14]. Consistent results

were obtained. Finally the mass and heat flow balance through

the room was calculated and compared to the simulated values.

The results were also compared to results achieved in similar

research projects [3,4].

4. Results

The simulated results were expressed as two-dimensional

illustrations from the XZ plane at Y = L/2. These lines extend

from between the windows and across the room as shown in

Fig. 3. Windows and supply inlets may be found on the left side

while the outlet may be seen on the opposite wall.

The illustrations display only one section through the room.

It must be emphasised that the situation in a real office is

complex, variations in temperature and air speeds may be found

in all directions. The vertical plane cuts cover a rather large part

of the inlet air plumes, but they are still relevant because they

cover the area where people working in an office normally

would be found.

No obstacles, such as furniture, were introduced into the

CFD room. This meant that air could move freely in the entire

indoor space. Slightly different air speeds than normally found

in an office could therefore be expected in the simulations, yet

the overall flow pattern is similar.

The occupied zone is defined as a space 0.6 m distant from

all walls and up to 1.8 m above floor level. The mid-plane

section covered the entire room in the XZ-plane, at Y = L/2.

Reference lines were all in the same XZ-plane, with number 1 at

Fig. 3. Reference lines and vertical plane used when displaying simulated results.
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0.60 m from the front wall, number 2 at 1.0 m from the wall and

number 3 at 1.80 m from the wall.

4.1. Simulated results in Office 1

Cold air was supplied to the office through small inlet

openings. When using floor and wall heating the cold air

plumes reached nearly half way into the room before diffusing

into room air. In these cases the air speeds exceeded

recommended levels in occupied zones (see red/dark areas).

When using radiator heating, warm air rising from radiators

blocked the cold air plumes before they reached occupied zone.

This can be seen in Fig. 4. Further discussion of air speed results

may be found under the Section 5.1.

Fig. 4. Simulated air speed, i.e. magnitude of the velocity vector, vertical plane, at Y = L/2. Definition of air speed is given under the headline 3.3.

Fig. 5. Simulated air temperature distribution with MT radiator and floor heating, vertical plane at Y = L/2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in the text,

the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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In all cases the temperature stayed around 22 8C in the

occupied zone, deviating 1.5 8C from this value at most, see

Fig. 5. The cold air from the inlet openings at the left side of

the room, shown in blue, was heated as it came in contact

with warmer air from the heat emitters; in the floor heating

case the cold air reached longest into occupied zone.

Warm air and warm objects have been given red colors (dark

areas).

The wall heating system gave results comparable to the floor

heating case, but with a slightly higher temperature gradient.

The situation for the HT radiator case was similar to the MT

radiator case. Neither of these cases was illustrated, but rather

both were included in discussions of cold draught and

temperature gradients in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

Cold air at 0.15 m/s may cause discomfort for a seated

person doing office work. Air speed on reference line 2, a

position where an office worker may very well be seated, was at

critical levels both in the floor heating and the wall heating

cases, see Fig. 6.

In the MT and HT radiator cases only small vertical

temperature changes could be seen along reference line 2. This

confirmed that thorough mixing was taking place just inside the

windows between warm air from the radiator and cold air from

the inlets. A larger temperature gradient was seen in the cases

with floor and wall heating. Warm air from these systems rose

and stayed below the ceiling. Yet the temperature gradient in

occupied zone was small and well within recommended levels.

Temperature values from Olesen’s test lab have been

included with theMT radiator and floor heating in Fig. 6 (dotted

lines). The measurements from the lab are mean values along

reference lines 1 and 3 in Fig. 3. A total agreement with the

simulated values may therefore not be expected. Floor heating,

the measured temperature values were about 0.5 8C warmer

than the simulated values. This outcome may have many

Fig. 6. Vertical air speed and temperature gradients on reference line 2, 1.0 m from window wall, see Fig. 3.
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explanations. The impact of cold air plumes from the inlets may

clearly be seen in the graph.

For both floor heating and wall heating the PPD value stayed

close to 5% in most of the occupied zone, see Fig. 7. This means

that air speed and thermal conditions are well suited for a

person working in the office. In the radiator cases PPD values

are a little higher, just above 5%, in occupied zone. Simulated

PPD values are in good accordance with the measured values

from Olesen’s test lab (not included).

4.2. Simulated results in Office 2

The single massive air plume from the supply opening

reached an air speed of about 0.50 m/s before hitting the floor in

all Office 2 cases. In the floor heating case high air speed areas

could also be seen close to the walls and ceiling, since a large

vortex ventilated the entire room. In the occupied zone, where

the vortex had its eye, air speeds were inside the recommended

limits.

When using radiator heating the greatest activity could be

seen by the windowwall where warm air from the radiators rose

on both sides of the inlet air plume. Some air movement could

also be seen at ankle height over the floor, while air in the areas

beneath the ceiling opposite to the window wall was almost

still. With wall heating the cold inlet air flew over the floor

before it rose in contact with the warm walls. Air rising along

both long walls met under the ceiling and was pushed down in

the middle of the room. The air flow pattern was perfectly

symmetric along the XZ plane, dividing the room into two parts.

Fig. 8 shows the air flow patterns for all cases.

The PPD planes in Fig. 9 show that the radiators gave the

best indoor thermal climate in the part of the occupied zone

close to the window wall. The reason for this is that the

radiators, which were located close to the inlet and windows,

heated the cold down-flow at an early stage. In the floor heating

case the cold air plume had to get in contact with the warm floor

before being heated to an acceptable temperature level. This

made the cold air reach further into the occupied zone.

Excepting for the occupied zone close to the window wall the

floor heating system created a uniform thermal climate in most

of the room. No parts of the cold inlet air could escape the floor

heating system. With the HT radiator, the smallest radiator,

some cold air slipped past the radiator and into the opposite side

of the room. Here the PPD values reached over 10%.

5. Discussion

About 500 W of heating power was needed to cover

transmission losses and heat the inlet air in Office 1. This equals

45 W/m2 floor area which is higher than in most Swedish

Fig. 7. Simulated PPD values in relation to PMV, vertical plane at Y = L/2. The outline of the occupied zone is sketched in the illustrations, refer also to Fig. 3.
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offices today. The high energy requirement was mainly caused

by a high ventilation rate and cold supply air. Still the cases

studied give a good picture of heat and air distribution situations

in a room heated with different heat emitters. Further

comparisons were made with Office 2. This room had lower

energy needs and a different ventilation system. Ventilation rate

and supply air temperature were kept at the same level as in

Office 1 in order to make comparisons between use of the two

ventilation systems more relevant.

5.1. Air speed

Mean air speed should be less than 0.15 m/s in the occupied

zone to prevent a feeling of discomfort for the most sensitive

Fig. 8. Stream-lines showing the air flow patterns in Office 2. The lines were given colors displaying air speed. The room was shown from an aerial view in cases A

and B, while the window wall was seen from the opposite side of the room in cases C and D. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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persons [9]. For some of the cases studied in this paper the air

speeds certainly reached or exceeded this limit.

When heating with floor heating the air speed at 0.1 m above

floor level was about equal to air speed in an identically

ventilated room without any heat source. The system did not

counteract the cold draught from the air inlets as the radiator

systems did. This is distinguished in both the temperature and

the air speed illustrations from Office 1. For the MT radiator

case the mean air speed was below the highest recommended

level in the whole occupied zone. In the HT radiator case

slightly higher speeds could be seen, but the level was still

below the limits in most of occupied zone. With floor heating

and wall heating the inlet air plumes reached into the occupied

zonewith air speeds up to about 0.3 m/s, as shown in Figs. 4 and

6. Having cold air with this high velocity may cause discomfort

for human beings.

The findings in Office 1 agree with values measured at ankle

height in Olesen’s work. When using floor heating air speed

values between 0.14 m/s and 0.18 m/s were found at ankle

height in the middle of the room. With MT radiator heating air

speeds of about 0.06 m/s were found in the same area.

There was one single critical factor influencing air speed in

Office 2, i.e. the design of the inlet opening. Through the inlet

opening a massive cold air plume fell rapidly to the floor. In

contrast to Office 1, no heating systems could slow the speed of

this cold down-flow. Areas near the window wall had air speeds

above 0.3 m/s for all heating systems studied. In the remaining

parts of the room, the radiator and wall heating systems gave

lower air speeds than floor heating. With floor heating air

speeds giving PPD values exceeding 10% could be found by the

ceiling and wall opposite the window wall (outside the

occupied zone). Fig. 8 shows the flow patterns.

Surfaces with temperatures differing from the room air

temperature make nearby air rise or fall. Air movements

given by heating systems may reach velocities high enough

to give unpleasant draught. The heated surfaces in low

temperature systems, which have temperatures close to that

of the room air, have greater inertia and smaller driving

forces on the surrounding air than high temperature systems.

This is why heating with low temperature systems normally

results in lower air speeds (and also lower temperature

gradients) in the entire room [15,16]. Rising air plumes from

heat emitters did not reach critical air speed levels in the

cases studied in this paper. Cold air plumes from inlet

openings were the only critical factors as they fell towards

the floor.

5.2. Cold draft

Cold air falls because of density variations in the air. Cold air

flow may easily cause discomfort, the risk increasing with

increasing air speeds. A cold air layer just above floor level can

be especially critical because humans are sensitive to cooling of

feet and ankles.

Fig. 9. Simulated PPD values based on PMV criteria, vertical plane at Y = L/2. Outline of occupied zone is sketched in the illustrations.
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Cold air from inlet supply openings reached the floor level

and further into occupied zone in the cases without a radiator

beneath the windows. With a radiator underneath the windows

cold draught was prevented from falling from inlets and flowing

through the room. Instead the cold air down-flow met warm

rising air from the radiators and mixed with it before the air

reached the occupied zone. In the occupied zone the newly

incoming air had already been warmed to a comfortable

temperature by the radiators.

How cold inlet supply air affects the climate situation and

interacts with heat emitters inside a real life office room also

depends on obstacles, such as furniture, in the room. Having an

office table under the windows could alter the interaction

between radiator and inlet air flow.

5.3. Vertical temperature gradients

Discomfort may occur due to difference in temperature from

feet to head. ISO 7730:1994 sets the following limitation on air

temperature differences between head and ankle level [9]:

u1:1 u0:1 < 3 C (7)

where u1.1 is air temperature at 1.1 m above floor level and u0.1
is air temperature at 0.1 m above floor level.

In Office 1 the MT radiator resulted in a vertical temperature

gradient of about 0.5 8C between 0.1 m and 1.1 m above floor

level in the occupied zone, see Fig. 6. For the floor heating case

the difference was a little larger because of cold draught just

above the floor from the windows and inlets. The values were

below the limitations and represented no hazard. Yet it was

interesting that the radiator system resulted in a lower vertical

temperature gradient than the floor heating system. This can be

seen both in the measurements from Olesen’s office and the

CFD simulations included in Fig. 6. The positive effect of

thermal sensation from a warm floor surface has not been

discussed here. The wall heating system resulted in the largest

temperature gradient in Office 1. A pocket of warm air could be

seen beneath the ceiling. The gradient in the occupied zone was

just about the critical level, suggesting that humans may feel a

little uncomfortable in this climate.

It can be distinguished from the illustrations in Fig. 9 that the

floor heating system gave the smallest vertical temperature

gradient in the centre of the room, while thewall heating system

gave the largest temperature gradient. No figures showing air

temperatures alone are included for Office 2, but PPD gives

information about the total comfort situation including air

temperature.

5.4. Predicted percentage of dissatisfied (PPD)

In spite of the cold inlet air and high inlet air speeds, all

heating systems in Office 1 gave comfortable climate in most of

the occupied zone. This was because the tiny inlet air plumes

could be warmed up more easily by room air than for example,

a single massive air plume. In the areas close to the inlets PPD

values exceeded 10% due to high air speeds and temperatures

deviating from the ideal temperature. Cold air plumes reached

into the occupied zone when using floor heating and wall

heating.

Generally very low and low temperature systems (LT, VLT)

give more heat by radiation than convection compared to HT

systems (systems with similar heat transfer coefficients). This

has been indicated to be one of themajor factors for obtaining a

favorable thermal climate in both the present and other

research projects [4,5,17]. No illustrations showing radiation

asymmetry were included here. This has been done in another

study where radiation heat distribution from different heat

emitters has been investigated using the same room arrange-

ments [17].

PPD values from Office 2 showed that the climate was not

better than in the old-fashioned office, Office 1, although the

inlet air had lower speed and the walls and windows were better

insulated. The most significant factor for the indoor climate was

the negative buoyancy from the cold supply air. Areas with

considerably higher PPD values appeared as cold air fell

towards the floor with high velocities. It is obvious that the

thermal climate was affected by the position of the heat emitters

in relation to the inlet air down-flow. In the cases with radiators

by thewindowwall heat was distributed to the area where it was

most needed. These systems blocked the cold downdraught

better than the other systems. In the case with wall heating,

where the heated surfaces were farthest away from the cold

inlet air, the temperature gradient became large with PPD

values over 10% close to the floor.

5.5. Energy savings with low temperature heating

Low temperature heating systems often allow a large

contribution of radiation to reach persons in the occupied zone

[5,16]. An increased relative amount of thermal heat by

radiation means that a lower air temperature is needed to reach

desired comfort temperature. Sometimes air temperature in the

room may be lowered by up to 1.5 8C. Considering this may

lead to possible energy savings. Answers on how to create

efficient high-radiative heating systems are:

using large low temperature heating surfaces with high

emission surfaces

enable high exposure between heated surfaces and persons in

the room

In Office 1, the required heating power to cover transmission

losses through walls and windows and to heat supply air to the

desired temperature was close to 500 W. A well designed

heating system which meets the principles mentioned above

and allows room air temperature to be lowered by 1 8C may

lead to approximately 7% of annual energy savings.

The calculations were done with Eq. (8) which include a

variable called degree-hours, Dh. Degree-hours summarize the

difference between outdoor temperature and balance tempera-

ture, uair,balance per hour during a whole year. Balance

temperature is the indoor air temperature reached by the heat

from heat emitters. No gains from solar radiation or internal

heat sources are included. The balance temperature level is
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normally 3–4 8C below comfort temperature.

E
year

P dt QtotDh (8)

where Qtot = Qtrans + Qvent and Dh year
uair;balance

uair;outside dt.
The calculations were based on Swedish climate conditions

with a standard outdoor temperature of 5 8C and 20% energy

gain from internal heat sources including solar radiation. Total

annual energy needed for heating the room was about

2200 kWh.

6. Conclusions

In the present study, indoor thermal climate aspects were

analysed for two office models using CFD simulations.

Offices were heated with four different heating systems; a

floor heating system, two kinds of radiators and a wall heating

system. The results from one of these offices is validated by

comparisons to measurements in a real life test room by

Olesen et al. [1].

Results from this study give some new guidelines in the

design of heat emitters, as well as contribute to the discussion

on thermal climate and energy consumption with different

heating and ventilation systems.

All investigated heating systems gave acceptable indoor

climate in the occupied zone according to Fanger’s comfort

equations for a person wearing winter clothing and doing

office work. A problem with large heat-transferring surfaces

at low temperatures is weaker counteraction of cold down-

flow from air supply units. Precaution need to be taken to

avoid cold down-draught by under temperated ventilation air.

It is recommended to have heating surfaces near floor level,

especially below air supply units. This ensures that cold,

sinking air comes in contact with accessible heat on heated

surfaces before reaching the occupied zone as well as

countering large vertical temperature gradients in the room.

It must be emphasised that cold draught or cold radiation

from windows of normal size is seldom a problem in

modern offices with double or triple glazed windows.

Cold down-flow from air inlets is usually the only critical

feature.

Recent studies indicate that people working in naturally

ventilated or exhaust-ventilated buildings are more satisfied

with their indoor climate than people working in sealed,

mechanically ventilated buildings with less personalised

control over environmental conditions with opportunity to

open windows etc [17,18]. An important observation in this

work is the importance of good ventilation design to meet

comfort directives in exhaust-ventilated offices, especially in

winter time. When cold outside air is introduced directly into

the indoor environment cold draught may cause discomfort. To

prevent discomfort ventilation supply units should be designed

to spread the supply air in a way that makes the air reach

acceptable speed and temperature levels before reaching the

occupied zone.

It is recommended that further studies on the interaction

between ventilation and heating systems and the linkage to

thermal comfort and performance of heat emitters will be made

using the same CFD model. Other projects on how to optimize

traditional heat emitters and develop new types of effective heat

emitters are also on-going at KTH School of Technology and

Health.
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two-panel radiators 
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Abstract

Performance of heat emitters in a room is affected by their interaction with the ventilation 
system. A radiator gives more heat output with increased air flow along its heat transferring 
surface, and with increased thermal gradient to surrounding air. Radiator heat output and 
comfort temperatures in a small one-person office were studied using different positions for 
the ventilation air inlet. In two of the four test cases the air inlet was placed between radiator 
panels to form ventilation-radiator systems. Investigations were made by CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulations, and included visualisation of thermal comfort 
conditions, as well as radiator heat output comparisons. The room model was exhaust-
ventilated, with an air exchange rate equal to what is recommended for Swedish offices (7 l·s-1

per person) and cold infiltration air (-5 °C) typical of a winter day in Stockholm.  

Results showed that under these conditions ventilation radiators were able to create a more 
stable indoor thermal climate than the traditional two-panel radiator ventilation arrangements. 
In addition, when using ventilation radiators the desired thermal climate could be achieved 
with a radiator surface temperature as much as 7.8 °C lower. It was concluded that in exhaust-
ventilated office rooms, ventilation-radiators can provide energy and environmental savings.
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Nomenclature 

A                   heat transferring surface area of radiator (m2)  

cp                   specific heat capacity (W·s·kg-1·°C-1) 
COP              coefficient of performance of heat pump (-)
COPC            theoretical coefficient of performance of heat pump (-) 
d                    diameter (m) 
dh                            hydraulic diameter (m) 
g                    gravity (m·s-2)
Gr                  Grashofs number (-) 
h                    height (m) 
k                    total heat transfer coefficient (W·m-2 ·K-1) 
L                    characteristic length (m) 
Lper                wetted perimeter (m) 
m&                   mass flow (kg·s-1) 
Nu                 Nusselt number (-) 
Nu dh              Nusselt number in duct (-)  
P                    heat output (W)  
Pr                   Prandts number (-) 

⋅

 Q                  total heating power (W) 
Ra                  Rayleigh number (-) 
Re                  Reynolds number (-) 
Re dh               Reynolds number in duct (-) 

1T                   evaporator temperature (K) 

2T  condenser temperature (K) 
u                    air speed (m·s-1) 
U                   heat transfer coefficient through building envelope (W·m-2·K-1) 

⋅

W                  compressor power (W) 

convα                     convection heat transfer coefficient at radiator surface (W·m-2·K-1) 

insα                 heat transfer coefficient between internal water and radiator (W·m-2·K-1) 

outα                 heat transfer coefficient between radiator and air (W·m-2·K-1) 

radα                 radiative heat transfer coefficient at radiator surface (W·m-2·K-1) 
β                     coefficient of expansion (°C-1) 
δ   radiator wall thickness (m) 
ŋCt                           Carnot efficientncy (-) 
∆θ                  temperature difference between water entering and leaving the radiator (°C) 
θ air                         mean room air temperature (°C) 
∆θ CFD            temperature difference between radiator and ambient air in CFD sim. (°C) 

comfortθ              comfort temperature (°C) 

∆θ m               mean temperature difference between heated surface and ambient air (°C)
θ sur                          radiator surface temperature (°C)   
θ water, in           water inlet temperature (°C) 
θ water, out              water outlet temperature (°C)   
λ                     conductivity (W·m-1·K-1)  
μ                     dynamic viscosity (m2·s-1)
μw                            dynamic viscosity at wall temperature (kg· m-1·s-1) 
υ                     kinematic viscosity (m2·s-1) 
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1. Introduction 

Rising energy prices and a wish to create environmental friendly HVAC systems increase the 
demand for thermally efficient heating systems. Increasing efficiency of radiators allows for a 
lower water temperature in the radiator circuits. This may result in several positive 
environmental and economic aspects, such as: 

- More efficient energy production by heat pumps, sun panels or similar  

- Reduced heat losses in the distribution net of district heating systems, and facilitation 
of alternative heating and waste heat retrieval [1]

- Improved thermal climate for occupants. Indoor thermal climate with low temperature 
systems is assumed better for human health than that provided by high temperature 
heating systems. Studies show that low temperature heating systems create more 
stable and uniform indoor climate, with lower air speeds and lower temperature 
gradients [2, 3].  

Heat output from radiators and vertical plates with natural or forced convection have been 
calculated analytically and investigated by CFD simulations in several studies [4-6] at the 
Royal Institute of Technology, School of Technology and Health (KTH-STH) in Stockholm. 
The main goal has been to find ways to increase the thermal efficiency of radiators. It was 
found that that enlarging or modifying existing radiators or adding convection fins may 
increase thermal efficiency. The drawback of such changes, however, has often been 
increased production costs. Attention therefore turned to ways of boosting heat output that 
might be easier and less costly, such as directing ventilation air towards heated radiator 
surfaces, or forcing air between radiator panels.  
  This paper reports on four test cases investigating how much thermal efficiency may be 
improved and how thermal comfort in the room can be affected by simply changing the 
position of the ventilation air inlet in relation to the radiator. Cases A and B used traditional 
radiators and different positions of the air inlet. Cases C and D used innovative ventilation- 
radiators with different widths between the radiator panels. All investigations were done by 
CFD simulations in an exhaust ventilated office model exposed to Swedish winter conditions. 
  The purpose of the study was to provide guidance for manufacturers of heating and 
ventilation systems. A secondary objective was to demonstrate how CFD simulations may be 
used to illustrate indoor climate in a nuanced way.  
  Results were evaluated with reference to recommendations in ISO 7730:1994, an 
international standard that specifies conditions for thermal comfort [7].              
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2. Theory 

2.1 Heat transfer of a radiator 

The correlation in a heat transfer process from warm water inside a radiator to air and room 
surfaces surrounding the radiator is illustrated in Fig. 1, and summarised in Equation (1) 
below.    

Fig.1 Heat transfer process of a radiator. The amount of heat emitted from a radiator, P, is the 
product of the parameters on the right hand side of Equation (1). P is also equal to the heating 
power provided by warm water passing through the radiator, shown as the product of the 
parameters on the left hand side of Equation (1).  

m& ·cp·∆θ  = k·A·∆θ m                                                                                                               (1) 

Here the parameters on the left side, m& , cp  and ∆θ , are the mass flow of water inside the 
radiator, specific heat capacity of water and temperature difference of water entering and 
leaving the radiator ( θθθ Δ=outwater,in water,  - ).     

  The parameters on the right side are the total heat transfer coefficient, k, area of the radiator 
surface, A, and the mean temperature difference between radiator surface and ambient air, 
∆θ m.  
    The expression of ∆θ m is given below. 

air out water,

air in water,

out water,in water,
m

 - 

 - 
ln

 -
 = 

θθ

θθ

θθ
θΔ                          (2) 

where θ air is the temperature of ambient air.

The total heat transfer coefficient, k, is given by.

outins αλα

1δ1

k  

1
++=                      (3) 

where the terms on the right hand side represent the heat transfer from water to surface inside 
the radiator, conduction heat transfer though the radiator wall and heat transfer from the 
radiator surface to ambient air on the outside wall, respectively. The thickness of the radiator 
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wall is given byδ  and conductivity by λ . The limiting factor in the heat transfer, outα , 

contains both a radiative and a convective part, radα  and convα . Equation (4) describes the 

configuration of convα .  

convα  = Nu·λ/h                                         (4) 

where λ is the conductivity of air (set to 0.025 Wm-1 K-1 in this study) and h is the height of 
the heated vertical surface. The dimensionless Nusselt number, Nu, is in a natural convection 
situation on a single vertical surface based on the Rayleigh number, Ra, as shown in Equation 
(5) below.  

Nu = 1.10 (Gr·Pr)0.17 when 10 < Ra < 104      
Nu = 0.48 (Gr·Pr)0.24 when 104 < Ra < 108                         
Nu = 0.16 (Gr·Pr)0.32 when 108 < Ra < 1012                                                                   (5 a, b, c) 

where Ra is given by the product of Grashofs number, Gr, and Prandts number, Pr. In the 
present study Pr ~ 0.71 for air in the temperature range of current interest.  

Gr = g ·β(θ sur – θ air)h³/ν ²                                                 (6) 

where coefficient of expansion and kinematic viscosity, β and υ, are given the constant values 
3.73 · 10-3 K-1 and 1.83 · 10-5 m2·s-1, respectively. Natural convection is assumed when Gr/Re² 
>> 1, mixed convection when Gr/Re² ≈ 1 and forced convection when Gr/Re² << 1. The 
Reynolds number, Re, describes the degree of turbulence in the flowing medium.  

Re = 
ν

Lu  ⋅
                      (7) 

where u, L and ν  stands for the characteristic velocity, characteristic length and kinematic 
viscosity, respectively. 

Equation (8) and (9) give the Nu numbers on a vertical surface with mixed and forced 
convection, respectively.  

Nu = 0.332 ·Pr 1/3  ·Re 1/2            (vertical plate, mixed convection)                 (8) 

Nu = 0.0296 ·Pr 1/3 ·Re 4/5                                  (vertical plate, forced convection)                 (9) 

the equations above are applicable when  0.6 < Pr < 60. 

For forced convection in a vertical channel the Nu number can be calculated as shown in 
Equation (10) if the flow is laminar, and as shown in Equation (11) with turbulent flow. The 
hydraulic diameter, dh, is used in these equations as the duct is non circular. Expression (12) 
shows the contents of dh.  
                                 
Nu dh  = 1.86 (Re dh ·Pr ) 1/3 (d/L) 1/3 (μ/μw) 0.14    (channel, forced convection, laminar flow)  (10) 

where d, μ and μw are diameter, dynamic viscosity and dynamic viscosity at wall temperature, 
respectively. The equation is only applicable when Re dh ·Pr ·d/L > 10. 
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Nu dh  = 0.023 4/5
dhRe ·Pr 2/5                           (channel, forced convection, turbulent flow)                   (11) 

dh = 
perL

4A 
                                      (12) 

where Lper is the wetted perimeter. 

2.2 Effects of forcing cold air on a radiator surface  

When cold air is directed to warm radiator surfaces the heat output increases automatically. 
The extent is influenced by both the temperature and the velocity of the air stream, as these 
factors influence the heat transfer coefficient, k, and mean temperature gradient, ∆θ m, in 
Equation (1). 
  Equation (2) explains how ∆θ m is controlled by the air temperature close to the radiator. As 
the mean temperature gradient increases the convective part of the total heat transfer 
coefficient, convα , increases as well and contributes to higher radiator efficiency. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Variations in convective heat transfer coefficient, convα , on a vertical surface due to 
changing ambient temperatures in a natural convection situation. 

Fig. 3 shows how the air speed in the layer close to a heated radiator surfaces also affects the 
convective heat transfer coefficient. The change from laminar to turbulent boundary layer 
flow occur at an air speed of about 2.5 m·s-1 on a vertical surface such as the radiator front 
panel used in this study. Inside ventilation channels in ventilation radiators, turbulence occur 
at a lower air speed. When reaching turbulence the heat transfer coefficient increases 
considerably.  
  The calculations for the single vertical surface were based on Nusselt numbers, Nu, found in 
“Heat Transfer” by Holman [8]. Channel equations were based on Nu numbers by Granryd 
[9], and included the flow effects in the entrance region of the channels. 
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Fig. 3. Convective heat transfer coefficient, convα , versus air velocity on a 0.6 m high vertical 
plate and in vertical channels 0.04 m and 0.02 m wide, respectively. Boundary conditions 
used in the calculations were equal to those in the numerical CFD simulations. 

2.3 Principle of a ventilation-radiator  

A ventilation-radiator is a combined ventilation and radiator system where cold air is brought 
directly from outdoors through a wall channel into the radiator where it is heated before 
entering the room. The temperature gradient, ∆θ m, between the radiator and incoming air is 
larger than in other heating systems, as is the convective heat transfer coefficient, convα . This 
makes the ventilation-radiator more efficient than a traditional radiator of the same size. As a 
result more heat can be extracted from water in the radiator circuit, and water leaving 
ventilation-radiators may theoretically achieve temperatures similar to the room air, or even 
lower, depending on the mass flow rate, m& . Fig. 4 shows the principle of a ventilation-
radiator. 
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Fig. 4. Sketch of a ventilation-radiator. Cold air (blue arrows) enters a gap in the wall and is 
directed to a channel formed by radiator panels where it rises as it is pre-heated to room air 
temperature. The driving forces are partly pressure differences between outdoors and indoors 
and partly buoyancy forces. A filter in the channel between the wall and the radiator prevents 
particles in the incoming air from reaching the indoor environment. The major part of the 
pressure loss is in this filter. 

A major advantage with ventilation-radiators in comparison to systems where ventilation air 
is brought into the building without pre-heating is the possibility to maintain a high 
ventilation rate even when it is cold outside. Studies indicate that a high ventilation rate with 
fresh air supply directly from outdoors gives better indoor climate with less Sick Building 
Syndrome (SBS) symptoms and increased work productivity [10-12]

2.4 Ventilation-radiators in combination with a heat pump or district heating system 

The high efficiency of ventilation-radiators means that lower average water temperature is 
required to fulfil the heating demand compared to systems with traditional radiators. A low 
water temperature from a heat pump to radiators is preferable because the theoretical 
coefficient of performance of the heat pump, COPC, rises as the temperature difference 
between condenser, 2T , and evaporator, 1T , decreases. The Carnot efficiency, ŋCt, describing 
the quotient between actual coefficient of performance, COP, and COPC also increases 
because less compressor power is needed to heat the water in relation to the heating power 
given by the process. See Equations (13-14).  

COPC = 
12

2

TT

T

−
                                                                                                                     (13) 

where 2T  is the condenser temperature and 1T  is the evaporator temperature.  
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ŋCt =  
CCOP

COP
                                  (14)  

where COP = 
⋅

⋅

W

Q 
, 

⋅

 Q is the total heating power of the system and 
⋅

W  the compressor power. 

If, as an example, the temperature of water produced by a heat pump may be lowered from 
50 °C to 45 °C the estimated coefficient of performance (COP) of the heat pump increases 
from 3.52 to 3.82, assumed a constant 0.6 Carnot efficiency and -6 °C evaporator temperature 
(calculations with Equations (13, 14)). This implies a reduction in energy consumption by  
8.8 % in the heat pump. 
  By a calculation with a commercial program, Vitocalc 2005 [13], a 5 °C reduction in the 
radiator circuit water temperature leads to an annual COP increase from 3.12 to 3.35. This 
implies a 7.1 % energy reduction in the heat pump. For this calculation a particular single 
family house in Stockholm and a particular air to water heat pump was used.    
  Also in district heating systems energy may be saved by temperature reductions. Many kinds 
of heat production, such as combined heat and power, heat pumps, waste heat and flue gas 
condensation are favoured if water temperature is lowered [1]. The fact that the return-water 
temperature becomes significantly lower with ventilation-radiators than with traditional 
radiators is especially interesting. A low return-water temperature back to district heating 
stations leads to reduced heat losses, reduced pumping work and increases the capacity in the 
network. Both the district heating supplier and the consumer can profit by lowering the return-
water temperature.  
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3. Method of evaluation

3.1 The room model 

A CFD room model was made as a reproduction of a lab, resembling an office, used for 
earlier thermal climate investigations. Even building materials and heating and ventilation 
systems were replicated. The room had well insulated walls, one window and an exhaust 
ventilation system, but no furniture. A detailed description of the actual room can be found in 
“Thermal comfort in a room heated by different methods” by Olesen et al [14]. The CFD 
model was introduced for the first time in “Flow patterns and thermal comfort in a room with 
panel, floor and wall heating”, by Myhren and Holmberg [5]. Fig. 5 shows a sketch of the 
office. 

       

Fig. 5. Room geometry including window, radiator, air inlet positions, reference line and 
illustration cut used when displaying simulated results. Occupied zone is defined as the area 
where people in a room normally stay; 0.6 m distant from all walls and up to 1.8 m above 
floor level. 

3.2 Boundary conditions 

The window wall was exposed to an outdoor climate resembling a normal winter day in 
central Sweden. The total heat transfer coefficient, U value, of this wall was set to  
0.3 W·m-2 ·K-1 while the window itself had a fixed temperature of 14 °C. Other walls, floor 
and roof were adiabatic. 
  A total volume flow rate of 7 l·s-1 was used for ventilation. The fresh incoming air had a 
temperature of -5 °C, which was equivalent to the simulated outdoor temperature. Used air 
was removed through an exhaust unit located at the wall opposite of the window. 
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3.3 System specifications 

The size and position of the ventilation inlet were varied between each case. In cases C and D 
the inlet was fitted between the radiator panels in the bottom centre of the radiator. Table 1 
gives air inlet specifications. Fig. 6 shows the design of the ventilation-radiator. 

Table 1. Air inlet specifications 

Fig. 6. Illustration of the ventilation-radiator model used in cases C and D. 
The air inlet was placed between the radiator panels in the bottom of the radiator and the 
ventilation air was forced through a narrow channel before entering the room. The same 
radiator, without the ventilation channel, was used in cases A and B. Here the convection heat 
transfer was driven by natural convection alone. 

The two-panel radiator was 0.6 m high and 1.4 m long. A gap of 0.04 m separated the panels 
in all cases except case D where the gap was narrowed to 0.02 m. The radiator temperature 
was adjusted to give the same perceived temperature in the middle of the office where a 
working person normally would be seated. The heat given by the radiator was required to 
cover transmission losses through the walls and windows as well as heat the room air.  
  Water flow inside the radiators was not reproduced. Instead a fixed temperature was set for 
the whole radiator surface. This simplification made the CFD simulations less complicated 
even if a certain margin of error would occur according to theory. In reality the radiator 
surface temperature is not uniform. Temperature differences depend on the mass flow rate and 
the radiator efficiency. Efficient radiators extract more heat from passing water than 
inefficient ones, resulting in a larger ∆θ  . With such radiators a higher system mass flow rate 

Case no Size Position in room
A 
B 
C 
D 

0.02 · 0.5  m2

0.02 · 1.4  m2

0.04 · 1.4  m2

0.02 · 1.4  m2

Over window, vertical 
Underneath window, vertical 
Inside radiator, horizontal 
Inside radiator, horizontal 
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is required to achieve uniform surface temperature. Equation (15) shows how radiator heat 
output was calculated with a simplified equation in the CFD model. 

P = outα ·A·∆θCFD                                                                                                                   (15) 

where ∆θCFD is the difference between the radiator surface temperature and ambient air.         

3.4 CFD code 

The code used in this study was the commercial Flovent 6.1 package. It employed a low 
Reynolds number k-ε turbulence model (LVEL) specially designed for indoor-climate CFD 
simulations, see Agonafer et al for a description [15]. It was easy to handle, proved to give 
good results and needed less computational time than other models tested. The program had 
automatic wall treatment functions for grid generation and a surface-to-surface radiation 
model where radiative conditions could be applied to individual surfaces, and large radiating 
surfaces could be divided into smaller sub-radiating regions.  

3.5  Comfort temperature illustrations 

Simulated thermal comfort results are expressed as two dimensional illustrations from the XZ 
plane at Y = L/2. A window and radiator are located on the left side and exhaust outlet on the 
right side. See Fig. 5. 
  A thermal index called comfort temperature, comfortθ , was used to describe thermal comfort in 

the room, see Equation (16). Advantages of using comfort temperature instead of operative 
temperature have been discussed elsewhere by Myhren and Holmberg [16]. Comfort 
temperature is, like the more commonly used operative temperature, a variable used to obtain 
an understanding of the perceived thermal climate. It takes into account the balance between 
radiant heating or cooling and the draught-induced air temperature effects on the perceived air 
temperature.  

               (16) 

where u is the air speed.  

u

uairrad
comfort

⋅+

⋅+
=

101

10θθ
θ
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4. Results  

4.1  Results of simulations 

The temperature of the radiator was in each case adjusted to give a comfort temperature of 
exactly 21.0 °C at 1.1 m above floor level in the centre of the room. The radiator temperature 
needed to reach this criterion was dependent on two factors - the efficiency of the radiator, 
and how well the radiator interacted with the environment and ventilation system. A heating 
and ventilation system giving high air speed levels and uneven heat distribution in the room 
would most likely require more energy to create a comfortable thermal climate at the given 
position. Fig. 7 shows the comfort temperature distributions throughout the room. Table 2 
shows the radiator surface temperatures and corresponding heat output values for the cases 
studied. Mean heat transfer coefficients, k values, for the radiators including all heat emitting 
surfaces were estimated on the basis of the simulation results, and were summarised in the 
same table.  

         

             Traditional radiator, Case A                                  Traditional radiator, Case B 

          
                
        Ventilation-radiator, Case C                                Ventilation-radiator, Case D                                      
                                  

                                    

Fig. 7. Simulated comfort temperature, vertical plane at Y = L/2. Outline of occupied zone is 
shown by straight lines. Note comfort temperature was similar through the middle of the 
room. 
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Table 2. Parameters, boundary conditions and simulation data 

                                                                                     
4.2  Validation of results 

The same CFD model was recently used in a well validated study [5] where results given by 
CFD simulations were compared to measurements from a study by Olesen et al and values in 
VDI Heat Atlas [14, 17]. Proof of accuracy was that similar room temperatures and air speed 
levels were found in simulations as in the test room with the same heating and ventilation 
arrangements. The arrangements used were similar to those of cases A and B, but no 
ventilation-radiator was used.  
  Several procedures confirmed the reliability of the simulations with ventilation-radiators. 
Grid independent checks were made, i.e. the grid density was increased and decreased to 
check that a sufficient number of grid cells had been used and that the solutions were 
independent of the grid distribution. The grid density was especially crucial in the ventilation 
channel and around the radiator. The results showed that there was up to 0.3 °C deviation in 
the temperature distribution in the room depending on the grid density, but that the general 
flow patterns always were the same. This was regarded as acceptable.  
  Additionally, values from the simulations were compared to analytical calculations done 
with Equations (1, 4). The main purpose was to check if the heat output and balance between 
convection and radiation heat were in agreement. 
  The calculations proved to be in good agreement with simulated heat outputs for all the 
ventilation-radiator surfaces including the inside of the ventilation channel. Also the balance 
between radiative and convective heat output was well established in the simulations. Heat 
output from certain radiator surfaces is shown in Table 2.  
   

Traditional
radiator 
Case A 

Traditional
radiator 
Case B 

Vent. 
radiator
Case C 

Vent. 
radiator
Case D 

Temperature of radiator surface, °C 
Channel width in ventilation radiators, m  
Air temp. at Z = 1.1 m in ref. line, °C 
Total heat output from radiator, W
Total convection heat output from radiator, W
Total radiation heat output from radiator, W
Convection heat, front panel, facing room, W
Radiation heat, front panel, facing room, W
Convection heat, front panel, inside radiator, W
Mean heat transfer coefficient of radiator, Wm-2 K-1

Mean air speed in ventilation channel, ms-1

Temp. gradient, floor to ceiling along ref. line, °C 
Temp. gradient, floor to Z = 1.1 m along ref. line, °C 

42.3 
- 
20.8 
483 
303 
180 
74 
105 
69 
6.7 
- 
1.8 
0.4 

42.3 
- 
21.6 
485 
304 
181 
71 
105 
70 
6.8 
- 
4.5 
3.4 

38.0 
0.04 
21.4 
445 
297 
148 
43 
87 
98 
7.8 
0.35 
3.0 
1.7 

34.5 
0.02 
21.3 
435 
314 
121 
38 
74 
115 
9.6 
0.70 
1.2 
0.4 
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5. Discussion

In the four test cases, different radiator surface temperatures were required to reach the 
criterion of a comfort temperature of 21 °C in the middle of the room. There were two reasons 
for this. First, the efficiency of the radiators was not the same in every case, i.e. radiators had 
different mean heat transfer coefficients depending on the location of the air inlet. Second, the 
radiators distributed heat to the room in different ways. This resulted in variations in heat 
distribution throughout the room and influenced the energy requirement. In some cases the 
radiator surface temperatures had to be turned up to reach the thermal comfort criterion. 

5.1  Heat output 

The first observation was that radiator efficiency varied. There was a clear relation between 
heat output and the position of the air inlet unit. Ventilation-radiators proved to perform better 
than the traditional radiators, in accordance with theory. In case D, when the inlet was placed 
inside the 0.02 m wide ventilation channel, the radiator surface temperature could be set  
7.8 °C lower than in cases A and B and still provide sufficient heat to the room. This was 
simply because of increased heat output in the ventilation channel inside the radiator. At least 
7 % discussed in the theory part in heading 2.3. 
  The total heat transfer coefficient, k, is normally considerably lower in low temperature 
radiator systems than in systems with medium or high water temperatures. Both the radiative 
and the convective part of k are strongly dependent on the mean temperature difference 
between the radiator and surrounding air and surface temperatures. Typical k values for high 
temperature radiators without convection fins are between 8 and 10 W·m-2·K-1, while low 
temperature radiators without convection fins have values reaching from 5 to 7 W·m-2·K-1.  
  The ventilation-radiator used in case D had a k value of 9.6 W·m-2·K-1, which is in the same 
level as high temperature radiators. In practice this means that a low temperature ventilation- 
radiator may replace a traditional high temperature radiator of the same size.  
  The two ventilation-radiators had different thermal performance. The reason was the widths 
of the ventilation channels. In case C air inside the 0.04 m wide channel reached a velocity of 
0.35 m·s-1, which is relatively low and not giving a turbulent flow. In case D the ventilation 
channel between the panels was narrowed to 0.02 m. Here the air velocity reached 0.70 m·s-1, 
which resulted in a 42  % boost of the convective heat transfer coefficient inside the front 
panel (calculations with Equation (1,2) and results in Table 2).  

5.2  Thermal comfort 

The second observation was differing ways of heat delivery to the room. Overall, the four 
ventilation and radiator arrangements proved to deal with the cold inlet air and the heat loss 
through the window wall in a way that gave a tolerable thermal climate in the office, see Fig 
7. Thermal comfort criteria set by ISO 7730:1994 were met in all the cases studied except 
one. Yet there were variations between each case that were likely to be felt by most 
occupants.  
  In case A the cold inlet air came through the inlet above the window with an average air 
velocity of 0.7 m·s-1 and fell towards the floor close to the window. It was heated as it came in 
contact with warm air rising from the radiator and prevented to reach the occupied zone 
before an acceptable temperature level was attained. This arrangement, which is typical in 
Sweden, gave a stable thermal climate in the office with a relatively low vertical temperature 
gradient in the middle of the room. The only place which could cause discomfort was close to 
the window wall where air masses of large temperature differences met, leading to 
temperature fluctuations.  
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  In case B, the air inlet was placed behind the radiator just beneath the window. The intention 
was to heat the inlet air in an early stage, so as to avoid high air speed and increased radiator 
heat output, but this position proved to be the worst for thermal climate. Much of the cold 
inlet air fell directly to the floor, slipped under the radiator and quickly spread into the 
occupied zone. As a consequence a cold draught at ankle height crossed the floor at the place 
where an office worker normally would be seated. The temperature gradient between the floor 
and Z = 1.1 m in the middle of the room was higher than recommended by ISO 7730:1994. In 
addition a higher air temperature was needed to reach desired comfort temperature. This 
implied increased air speed levels in the room. It proved to be difficult to aim the inlet air 
plume in a way that prevented the inlet air to either flow over or slip under the radiator and 
into the occupied zone.  
  In case C, the ventilation-radiator with the widest opening between the radiator panels was 
tested. Here inlet air that passed through the ventilation slot was heated to about 10°C before 
it entered the room. Because of a low velocity when leaving the radiator and a temperature 
lower than that of the room air, the inlet air joined the downdraft from the window and fell to 
the floor. This resulted in a larger vertical temperature gradient in the room than in the case 
with the inlet placed over the window. Still the thermal climate was well within 
recommendations.   
  In case D the incoming air was heated to about 14 °C in the ventilation channel even if the 
air used less time to pass through the radiator. This was because of a higher degree of 
turbulence inside the channel. No areas in the room were found to have an unpleasant thermal 
climate because the cold air was pre-heated to this extent. Small temperature variations, and 
thus small density differences, also resulted in less air movements in the room. The stable 
thermal climate resulted in a smaller temperature gradient along the reference line in this case 
than with any other arrangement. Even more important to note was that although total heat 
output from the radiator was much lower than in case A and B, thermal comfort criterion in 
the middle of the room was still achieved. This arrangement made the most of the energy that 
was put into the radiator. 

5.4  Future work

Both theory and simulation results showed that the size of the air channel through a 
ventilation-radiator had a big effect on the total heat output. The key to making efficient 
ventilation-radiators was found to be shaping the ventilation channel so as to give turbulent 
air flow where the ventilation air came in contact with heated surfaces, and also so as to avoid 
draught problems where air enters the room above the radiator. The volume flow of incoming 
ventilation air and the risk for draught were identified as the main optimization factors. 
Pressure losses and noise did not seem to be problems in the ventilation channel. This 
knowledge may lead to development of ventilation-radiators with design differing from that 
of traditional radiators. It is considered likely that new types of slim, double-panelled 
ventilation-radiators might be attractive both in terms of energy usage and appearance. 
  This study was done with radiators without convection fins, but results suggest such fins 
may have a role to play. Having convection fins between the radiator panels may increase the 
heat output by up to 70 % in conventional radiators depending on the water temperature level 
in the radiator and the radiator height (based on data provided by manufacturers and VDI heat 
atlas). Adding convection fins in ventilation-radiators with relatively wide ventilation 
channels would probably result in at least the same increase. Further studies should 
investigate whether convection fins are functional in ventilation-radiators with narrow 
ventilation channels that are optimized for turbulent air flow. It should also be investigated 
whether increased roughness or small obstacles attached in the ventilation channel may 
increase turbulence and this way increase heat transfer by convection. 
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  The thermal response of ventilation-radiators is stronger and faster than the thermal response 
of conventional radiators. This fact may result in energy savings together with less need for 
manual adjustment of radiator valves. First of all, the heat output from a ventilation-radiator 
varies with changing thermal gradient to air passing in the ventilation channel. This results in 
higher heat output on cold winter days when more heating is needed. It is therefore less 
important to adjust the water temperature level or the mass flow rate in the radiator circuit to 
changing outdoor temperatures. The ventilation-radiator automatically regulates its heat 
output.  
  Secondly, a ventilation-radiator is an interactive combination between ventilation and 
heating systems. When the room ventilation rate is increased the radiator gives more heat 
output simultaneously, and vice versa. If the ventilation rate in rooms is varied on a daily 
basis according to where people tend to sit or sleep and where fresh air and heat is needed this 
fact may be utilized to save energy.  
  Thermal response of ventilation-radiators were first discussed by Myhren and Holmberg [18] 
in “Energy saving and thermal comfort with ventilation radiators - a dynamic heating and 
ventilation system”. The same authors [19] have also discussed whether ventilation-radiators 
may be functional for cooling purposes. Further advantages and disadvantages regarding 
ventilation-radiators need to be investigated more closely. Examples are: 

- What happens to heating of incoming ventilation air and the thermal indoor climate 
when the thermostat of ventilation-radiators is switched off or the flow of warm water 
to the radiators is stopped by other means 

- How the ventilation channel through the wall and filter should be designed to 
minimize transport of noise and pollution from outside to the indoor environment, to 
prevent accumulation of dust, and make cleaning or replacement of filter possible 

- How filters and ventilation-radiators should be designed to allow a wider range of 
volume flows and heat requirements 
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Conclusion  

It is recommended to let cold ventilation air come in contact with radiators at an early stage of 
fresh air entry to the room, to avoid cold drafts. The idea of introducing outside air through 
the radiators themselves to increase efficiency and improve thermal comfort was tested in this 
study and compared to traditional arrangements by CFD simulations. The room model had a 
ventilation rate which met Swedish recommendations even if the ventilation air came directly 
from outdoors at – 5 °C without pre-heating. 
  Results from the study show that the ventilation-radiators were more thermally efficient and 
could give a more favourable and stable thermal climate in the room under the given 
conditions in comparison to the traditional arrangements. As a result the surface temperature 
of the ventilation-radiators could be up to 7.8 °C lower compared to the traditional radiators 
while still fulfilling heating requirements. In reality this means that a lower water temperature 
level can be used in radiator circuits with ventilation-radiators. It is thus obvious that 
ventilation-radiators may lead to energy savings for heating of buildings, possibly up to as 
much as 5-10 % according to theory in 2.4. 
  The ventilation-radiator with the narrowest air channel between radiator panels performed 
best. Having a narrow air slot gave higher air velocity and more turbulent air flow 
characteristics in the ventilation channel, which increased the heat transfer. The drawback of 
making the area of the ventilation channel narrower is the risk for draft close to the radiator. 
Consequently, the desired volume flow should be the main factor in determining ventilation 
channel geometry in relation to both draft risk and best filter type to use. 
  Further studies are needed to optimize ventilation-radiator design and overcome practical 
barriers. These should include studies on how modern technology can be used to create 
dynamic heating and ventilation systems that utilize the fast thermal response of ventilation- 
radiators. 
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Summary:  Thermal comfort in rooms depends partly upon radiative exchange between occupants and their 
surroundings. Using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations, radiant heating and draught levels can 
be included in heat loss calculations along with air dry-bulb temperature to give a better understanding of total 
thermal comfort and help design or position heat or cooling devices. 
  A CFD model was built to laboratory specifications. Simulated comfort temperatures were compared to 
operative temperatures calculated from air and surface temperatures in the model. Simulated and measured data 
were compared to validate CFD results.  
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1 Introduction 

Radiation from a hot radiator or cold window may 
cause discomfort even when the air temperature in 
the room is acceptable. Thermal radiation has a 
major influence on the heat balance of humans. 
Taking this into consideration by using the 
perceived temperature instead of only the indoor-air 
temperature when dimensioning or designing 
heating or cooling devices, the indoor climate can 
be optimized for occupants. As P.O. Fanger stated 
back in 1972; human beings are not only sensitive 
to the dry air-bulb temperature but also the air 
relative humidity, the mean radiant temperature, the 
air velocity and the personal clothing and activity 
level [1]. 

  Operative temperature is based on both air 

temperature, ,airθ  and the mean temperature of 

surrounding surfaces, ,surθ  as described under 

headline 1.2. surθ  is either  based on surface 

temperature measurements or more precisely by 
advanced probe measurements which give accurate 
mean radiant temperatures from the surroundings. 
Operative temperature has traditionally been used 
for heat loss calculations and is normally a good 
way to obtain an estimate for the real heat loss from 
the actual environment. Studies prove that a more 
stable climate, and even less energy consumption, 
can be achieved using operative temperature instead 
of the indoor-air temperature as a reference for 
regulating heat output from heat emitters [2]. 

  When planning a new building or modifying 
cooling or heating systems in an existing building 
indoor air and radiation temperatures are impossible 
to forecast. Operative temperatures can therefore 
not be estimated by the methods described. When 
perceived temperature is needed then comfort 
temperature by Computational Fluid Dynamic 
(CFD) simulations may be the solution. Comfort 
temperature is, like the operative temperature, a 
variable used to obtain an understanding of the 
feeling of the thermal climate in a room (described 
in 1.3). It provides a detailed picture of the 
perceived temperature throughout the room, even 
when the environment has large temperature 
differences or special geometry. It can be solved as 
an option in several CFD codes.  
  In the present study comfort temperature results 
were achieved by CFD-simulations and presented 
for an office room heated by different methods. The 
values were compared to operative temperatures 
calculated for the centre of the room, 1.1 m above 
floor level. Mean radiant temperature illustrations 
were also included to give a picture of the radiation 
asymmetry in the room.  

1.1 Mean radiant temperature 

Mean radiant temperature is used to describe the 
radiative exchange between human beings and their 
surrounding surfaces in a room. It is calculated as 
follows:  
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, where radT , Isun , σ , surT  and Ω are 

respectively the mean radiant temperature, solar 
intensity, Stefan-Boltzmann constant, surface 
temperature and solid angle. 

1.2 Operative temperature 

Operative temperature is a value for the feeling of 
the thermal climate, defined as the uniform 
temperature of ambient air and mean temperature of 
surfaces. Formula:

                                       
(2) 
                                                                     

, where airθ is the dry air-bulb temperature (22 °C 

for all the cases at 1.1 m above floor level in the 
centre of the room). 

1.3 Comfort temperature

Comfort temperature considers the balance between 
radiant heating or cooling and the draught-induced 
air temperature effects on the perceived air 
temperature.  
  Formula describing comfort temperature at a 
certain position: 

                            (3)                                                                                                                               

, where u is the air speed. The air speed does not 
contribute to the comfort temperature if the u value 
is equal to 0.1m/s. 

2 Aim  

The aim was to compare and discuss how perceived 
thermal climate in a room can be described by two 
different methods, calculated operative temperature 
and CFD simulated comfort temperature. Air 
temperature, thermal radiation and draught under 
different heating conditions were taken into 
consideration. 

3 Methods  

A CFD model of an office room was built to 
investigate thermal comfort aspects for one 
occupant dressed in normal clothing. A room air 
temperature of 22 °C was kept constant in the 
centre of occupied zone, at 1.1m above floor level.
  The office room had dimensions 4.8 x 2.4 x 2.7 
m, highly insulated walls, a window with heat 
transfer coefficient of 1.4 W/(m2 ּK), but no 
furniture or doors. Temperature outside the room 
was set to – 5 °C and the air change rate inside the 
room to 0.8 h⎯¹ (nominal value). This gave a total 
energy need of about 35 W per square meter floor 
area. 

  Figure 1 shows a sketch of the room geometry 
together with heat emitters, all of which had similar 
heat emission coefficients. 
  Temperatures on the heat emitter surfaces were 
41.0 °C, 25.0 °C and 24.5 °C respectively, for 
medium temperature radiator, floor heating and 
wall heating system. The same room model was 
used in a recent study on comfort in rooms heated 
by different methods, that gives further 
descriptions about the room arrangements and the 
simulation methods [3]. The model was built based 
on descriptions and drawings in a paper by Olesen 
et al [4].  

                  Fig. 1. CFD model  
Room geometry with dimensions including 
ventilation openings and position of heat emitters 

The CFD simulations numerically predict both heat 
and air flow through the whole room. To handle 
such complicated situations and recreate real life 
physics with CFD simulations, a low Re - 
turbulence model was chosen [5]. It proved to work 
out well. 
  The program had a surface-to-surface radiation 
model where radiative conditions could be applied 
to individual faces and large radiating surfaces 
could be divided into smaller sub radiating regions. 
Using this high accuracy method meant longer 
computational times, but aiming to get high 
accuracy results when it came to radiation heat 
transfer was a main interest in this study. Typical 
accuracies for the radiation method used are about 
1%. 
  The results achieved were validated by 
comparisons to measurements done in a real test 
laboratory by Olesen et al. [4, 6].

4 Results  

Operative temperatures were calculated for all the 
different cases using Equation 1, and presented in 
Table 1. The surface temperatures, θ sur , and dry 

air-bulb temperatures, airθ , were taken from the 

CFD simulations.  
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  The mean radiant temperatures and comfort 
temperatures were presented in cross section on the 
XZ-plane, at Y = L/2. These images have the 
windows and inlets on the left side, while the outlet 
appears on the right side. Some images are cross 
sections on the XY-plane at Z = 1.1 m. These are 
more or less symmetrical on both sides of the X 
direction centre line. See Fig. 2. 
  In a real office the situation is complex, variation 
in temperatures and air speeds, and thus also 
comfort temperatures, can be found in all 
directions. In any case, the areas shown in cross 
section give valuable information about the thermal 
climate situation in the room because they cut 
straight through the place a person working in an 
office normally would be found.    
  Fig. 7 shows the balance between convection and 
radiation heat from identical vertical surfaces with 
different temperatures. The information was taken 
from previous studies at KTH South [7].  

                
Fig. 2. 
Reference lines used when displaying simulated 
results. 
  Occupied zone is defined as a space 0.6 m distant 
from all walls and extending from floor level up to 
1.8 m above it. 

Table 1. Operative temperature calculations at 
given surface temperatures 

Heat emitter θ sur ,°C θ opr ,°C 
Medium temp. radiator   41.0 22.2 
Floor heating   25.0 22.3 
Wall heating  24.5 22.5

4.1 Simulated Mean radiant temperature, Mid 
plane section  

                  

(a) Medium temperature radiator 

                     

(b) Floor heating 

                       

(c) Wall heating 

          
Fig. 3 (a-c). Simulated mean radiant temperature 
distribution with different heat emitters, mid plane 
section, see Fig. 2. Cold areas have been given 
dark colors. 



4.2  Simulated Mean radiant temperature, 
1.1 m above floor level 

(a) Medium temperature radiator 

(b) Floor heating system 

    

(c) Wall heating system 

          
Fig. 4 (a-c). Simulated mean radiant temperature 
distribution with different heat emitters, 1.1m 
above floor level, see Fig. 2.   

4.3  Simulated Comfort Temperature, Mid 
plane section 

(a) Medium temperature radiator 

(b) Floor heating system 

                  

 (c) Wall heating system 
                                            

Fig. 5 (a-c). Simulated comfort temperature 
distribution with different heat emitters, mid plane 
section, see Fig. 2.  



4.4 Simulated Comfort Temperature, 1.1 m 
above floor level 

       

(a) Medium temperature radiator 

(b) Floor heating system 

(c) Wall heating system 
                                             

Fig. 6 (a-c). Simulated comfort temperature 
distribution with different heat emitters, 1.1 m 
above floor level, see Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 7. Balance between radiation and convection 
heat from two identical surfaces with different 
temperatures. The surfaces used were both vertical 
and 0.3 m high. 

5 Discussion 

Fig. 7 demonstrates that a low temperature heating 
system emits a larger part of radiation heat 
compared to a high temperature system, presuming 
that the total heat output and heat emission 
coefficient, ε value, is the same. In this study this 
can be distinguished if we look to the mean radiant 
temperature cross sections. Both low temperature 
systems distribute a little more radiation heat to a 
larger part of the room than the warmer heating 
system.
  How radiation heat is distributed throughout a 
room is an important aspect. Figures 3a and 4a 
show how a medium temperature radiator provides 
radiation heat to the areas near the window wall of 
the room, while the other side is less heated. With
the floor and wall heating systems, radiative heat 
uniformly fills the room and covers a large part of 
the occupied zone, (Figures 3b, 3c, 4b and 4c). The 
floor heating system radiates a large amount of 
heat to the lower parts of the room; this is an 
advantage with this system because human beings 
are sensitive to coldness at feet and ankles. An 
advantage with the wall heating system is that 
radiative heat may reach a large area of a standing 
person due to the favourable angles. A large 
amount of radiative heat reaching the human body 
is probably healthy and means that a lower air 
temperature is needed to make persons in the room 
feel comfortable [8]. Investigations on how a 
human being is exposed to radiation from different 
heat emitters are ongoing at KTH South. 
  The comfort temperature describes the perceived 
thermal climate. It is based on air dry-bulb and 
mean radiant temperatures, but also draught levels 
in the room. Figures 5 and 6 show clearly the 
impact of the different parts; they resemble the 
mean radiation cross sections, but also show 
impacts of the cold down flow from the windows 
and inlets. All heating systems create good thermal 
comfort conditions. But it is worth noticing that the 
large cold down flow results in lower comfort 
temperatures as it reaches into the occupied zone 



and falls towards the floor in the floor and wall 
heating cases, while it is being blocked by warm 
air rising from the radiator in the radiator case. The 
most uniform comfort temperature distribution in 
occupied zone is achieved when using radiator 
heating. Flow structures are discussed further in a 
different study with the same model at KTH South 
[3].  
   With the floor and wall heating systems a lower 
air temperature was needed to reach a desired 
perceived temperature of 22 °C. This is an 
interesting aspect in both economic and 
environmental perspectives. 
  In all the cases studied the air speeds were not far 
from 0.1 m/s in the room, except for the areas near 
the inlets. This meant that the air speeds had only 
negligible impact on the comfort temperature 
results, a fact which made it more relevant to 
compare comfort temperatures to operative 
temperature values. 
  One operative temperature value was obtained for 
each case representing the perceived temperature in 
the centre of the room. These can be seen in Table 
1. All values agree very well with the average 
comfort temperatures; but it is obvious that 
operative temperature calculations based on surface 
temperatures is less precise than comfort 
temperature simulations. Operative temperature 
calculations will be insufficient to describe the 
sensation of thermal climate in a room where the 
thermal climate is of great importance, or in a room 
where there are large temperature differences 
and/or draft. Even if the operative temperature is 
measured by advanced probes the complex 
situation in a room is hard to capture, but it must be 
emphasised that this method, as described in [2], 
can give more accurate results because the factor 

θ sur will vary as it is measured in different 
positions in the room depending on radiation 
asymmetry. 

6 Conclusions 

There are distinct differences in thermal climate 
throughout a room depending on heat and 
ventilation systems, even with a constant room air 
temperature. Comfort temperature simulations can 
capture these differences in a nuanced way, and 
describe the actual thermal climate. When planning 
heating or cooling systems for a new building 
comfort temperature values given by CFD can tell 
how the different systems will interact with 
boundary conditions and the ventilation system. 
This may help in placing, designing or modifying 
heating systems to achieve a desired thermal 
climate with uniform air and radiant temperature 
fields. 

  The study shows how cold down flow from 
window and inlet can be blocked by having a 
radiator underneath the window on the window 
wall. It is also indicated that low temperature 
heating systems allow more radiation heat to reach 
the occupied zone of a room. More radiation heat 
reaching the human body may allow us to keep a 
lower air temperature in the room, which is likely 
to lead to energy savings and better indoor thermal 
climate.  
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Studies indicate that a high ventilation rate with fresh air supply directly from outdoors 
gives better thermal comfort conditions, less SBS (Sick Building Syndrome) 
symptoms and increased work productivity. The drawbacks with a high ventilation 
rate in natural or exhaust ventilated buildings are normally increased energy use for 
heating and cold air draught. Such problems may be minimized with ventilation 
radiators, radiators where cold ventilation air is brought directly from outdoors 
through a wall channel into the radiator where it is heated before entering the room. 
  This paper discusses advantages with ventilation radiators in comparison to those 
of traditional radiator and floor heating systems. Focus has been on energy aspects 
and thermal comfort. The deductions were based on results from CFD simulations in 
a well validated office model. 
  The main conclusions are that ventilation radiators may give a more stable and 
uniform thermal indoor climate than the other systems studied. This is because 
incoming ventilation air is already heated to room air temperature when entering the 
room. The high thermal gradient between cold ventilation air and the radiator surface 
inside the ventilation channel also makes the ventilation radiator more efficient than 
other systems. In addition, thermal control is fast. A method to vary indoor climate on 
a daily basis according to where people stay is proposed for additional energy 
savings.  



1 Introduction 

A CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) model of an office room was made to 
simulate and investigate thermal climate and energy aspects with different heating 
systems. The goal of the project was to find ways to improve the thermal efficiency of 
water-based space heating, mainly radiators, and adapt them to low systems 
temperatures. Low-temperature heating, either by heat pumps or district heating 
systems, have several positive environmental and economical aspects. Some of 
them are more efficient energy use, decreased thermal losses in distribution and 
improved thermal comfort [1-3]. 
  During the study interaction between heating and ventilation systems proved to be 
an important factor for controlling the thermal climate. Cold draught tends to be the 
largest hazard, especially in low-temperature systems. The reason is because low 
temperature systems such as floor and wall heating have weak buoyancy power to 
counteract cold down-flow from air inlets and windows. With ventilation radiators, on 
the other hand, the ventilation air is already heated to room air temperature when it 
enters the room after passing through the radiator. This secures stable indoor 
climate. The ventilation radiators even proved to perform better in terms of thermal 
efficiency compared to the other heating systems tested. That is why the focus of the 
project turned to the evaluation and development of ventilation radiators. There are 
still great possibilities for improvement. This paper deals with experiences from the 
study and explains some advantages with ventilation radiators that can be utilized 
further in the future. 

1.2 Principle of ventilation radiators 

A ventilation radiator is a combined ventilation and radiator system where cold 
ventilation air passes through the gap between the radiator panels before entering 
the room. The mean temperature gradient, ∆θ m, between the radiator surface and 
the passing air is larger than in other low temperature radiator systems, just as the 
heat transfer coefficient, k. The radiator efficiency is improved as heat is more easily 
extracted from the radiator surface. Fig. 1 shows the principle of a ventilation radiator. 



                                         

Fig. 1. Illustration of a ventilation radiator (Rettig Heating ICC) 
  
Cold ventilation air (blue arrows) enters a gap in the wall because of pressure 
differences between outdoors and indoors. The air stream is directed between the 
parallel radiator plates and rises as it is pre-heated to room air temperature.  

Because of increased efficiency with ventilation radiators, the product of parameters 
on the right hand side of Equation (1), the temperature difference between incoming 
and outgoing water in the radiator circuit, ∆θ , automatically becomes larger. The 
water leaving the radiators, out water,θ , may theoretically achieve temperatures similar to 

that of the room air where the radiators are placed, or even lower, depending on the 
mass flow rate, m& , inside the circuit. This is impossible with conventional radiators 
and very interesting in terms of energy savings and environmental aspects.  

m& ּ cpּ ∆θ  = kּAּ ∆θ m                                                                                                (1)   

where m& , cp and ∆θ  are the mass flow of water inside the radiator, specific heat 
capacity of water and temperature difference between water entering and leaving the 
radiator, out water,, and θθ inwater . The terms on the right hand side, k and A, are the total 

heat transfer coefficient and the area of the radiator surface, respectively. The mean 
temperature difference, ∆θ m, is given below. 

air out water,

air in water,

out water,in water,

 - 

 - 
ln

 -
 = 

θθ

θθ

θθ
θ mΔ                          (2) 

where θ water, in , out water,θ and θ air  are the water temperature in and out of the radiator 

and the temperature of ambient air.



2 Method of evaluation 

A CFD model was made as a reproduction of a real life test lab where Olesen et al 
measured thermal comfort [4]. Even the characteristics of building materials and 
heating and ventilation systems were replicated. The room, which resembles an 
office, had an exhaust ventilation system and a window, but no furniture. It was 
exposed to an outdoor climate similar to that of a normal winter day in Stockholm, 
Sweden. A sketch of the office is shown in Fig. 2 below. The same model was used 
in two previous studies at the KTH School of Technology and Health. These papers 
are referred to for more details of the model and simulations [5,6]. 

                        

Fig. 2 Sketch of the CFD model  

About 450 W of heating power was needed to heat the room to a desired comfort 
temperature. Different heating systems were tested, among them ventilation radiators 
and a conventional radiator. All radiators had the same size. The heating systems 
were initially adjusted to give a comfort temperature of 21.0 °C at 1.1 m above floor 
level in the centre of the room. This did not necessarily mean that the thermal climate 
was similar for all cases. The aim of the study was to map differences in thermal 
climate and compare the performance of each heating system. The thermal comfort 
results were evaluated according to recommendations in ISO 7730:1994, an 
international standard that specifies conditions for thermal comfort [7].  
  The water flow situation inside the heat emitters was not reproduced. Instead a fixed 
mean temperature was set for the whole heated surface. This simplification was 
made to make the CFD simulations less complicated even if a certain margin of error 
would occur according to theory. In reality the temperature variations over heated 
radiator surfaces are in linear relation to ∆θ m, the mean temperature difference of 
water entering and leaving the radiator. The size of ∆θ m and the margin of error 
depend on the mass flow through the radiator. Higher mass flow means more uniform 
surface temperature.  



3 Results 

Fig. 3 displays simulated thermal comfort results with different heating methods. 
Comfort temperature is, like the more commonly used operative temperature, a 
variable used to obtain an understanding of the perceived thermal climate. It 
considers the balance between radiant heating or cooling and the draught-induced 
air temperature effects on the perceived air temperature. Table 1 shows various data 
achieved during the simulations with three different ventilation radiators and a 
conventional radiator.

           
Ventilation radiator A, surface temp. 34.5 °C     Floor heating, surface temp. 26.0 °C                         

    
Conventional radiator, surface temp. 42.3 °C  
     
Fig 2 a-c. Comfort temperature with different heating methods 

The illustrations are from the XZ plane at Y = L/2. Cold areas are represented by blue 
colours, while the warm areas are shown in red.



 Table 1. Simulation results  

 Vent. 
radiator 

A 

Conv- 
entional
radiator

Vent. 
Radiator

B 

Vent. 
Radiator

C 
Temperature of heated surface, °C 
Comfort temp. at Z = 1.1 m and X = L/2, °C 
Flow rate of ventilation air, l/s 
Channel width in ventilation radiators, m  
Air temp. at Z = 1.1 m and X = L/2, °C 
Total heat output from radiator, W 
Total radiation heat output from radiator, W
Conv. heat output between panels, W 
Total heat transfer coefficient, W/( m2ּ°C) 
Mean air speed in ventilation channel, m/s 

34.5 
21.0 
7.0 
0.02 
21.3 
435 
121 
230 
9.6 
0.7 

42.3 
21.0 
7.0 
- 
20.8 
483 
180 
138 
6.7 
- 

38.0 
21.0 
7.0 
0.04 
21.4 
445 
148 
196 
7.8 
0.35 

34.5 
23.2 
3.0 
0.015 
23.8 
335 
117 
155 
8.8 
0.4 



4 Discussion  

The following discussion is based on simulation results from our low temperature 
heating project.  

Thermal comfort  

Because the ventilation air had already been heated to about 18 °C before entering 
the room no areas inside the room had problems with cold air draught when using 
ventilation radiator A. The temperature gradients between floor and ceiling, and 
between the walls, became smaller than with the other systems for the same reason. 
Small temperature differences in the room resulted in less air movements caused by 
buoyancy forces.  
   
Radiator efficiency 

The total heat transfer coefficient was 9.6 W/( m2ּ°C) for the ventilation radiator used 
in case A and 6.7 W/( m2ּ°C) for the conventional radiator. It is obvious that a large 
thermal gradient between radiator walls and cold air in contact with the panels boosts 
convection heat output. The convection heat emitted from between the radiator 
panels was 67 % higher for the ventilation radiator compared to the conventional 
radiator. 

In case B and C adjustments were made to the ventilation radiator. The heat transfer 
coefficient decreased considerably when the channel width was enlarged or the air 
velocity was decreased in the ventilation channel. As expected from theory the 
degree of turbulence inside the ventilation radiator was crucial for the heat output. No 
radiator with convection fins were tested in the study. 

Thermal response time 

The heat output from a ventilation radiator is strongly dependent on the air 
temperature and air velocity of air passing in the ventilation channel. As a 
consequence a ventilation radiator has super-short response time and regulates its 
heat output automatically according to the ventilation rate in the room or changes in 
outdoor climate. In other water-based heating systems the need for manual 
adjustments of valves is much greater and the response time is much longer. 

Example: 

When the outdoor temperature and the temperature of air entering the ventilation 
channel decrease the thermal efficiency of the ventilation radiator automatically 
increases simultaneously. The ventilation radiator emits more heat as the need for 
heat in the building increases. 

A way to create a dynamic heating and ventilation system  

The super-short response time of ventilation radiators way be used to create a 
dynamic heating and ventilation system where the radiator heat output is controlled 
by the ventilation rate in the room. 



Example:  

The ventilation rate in different parts of a house is varied automatically on a daily 
basis depending on where people tend to stay, sleep and where fresh air and heat is 
needed. The heat output from the ventilation radiators increases and decreases in 
perfect synchrony with the variation in ventilation rate. All the time a desired thermal 
climate is kept where people stay. In the rooms where there are no people the 
ventilation rate is lower. Here the ventilation radiators do not emit as much heat, but 
still the room temperature is kept at an acceptable level. This renders energy 
savings. The example is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

    Day  

                                                                       Night  

Fig 3. A dynamic heating and ventilation system with ventilation radiators is shown 
above  

The ventilation rate was changed according to where a person stayed. Each 
illustration shows ventilation air flow, corresponding heat output from the radiator and 
comfort temperature in the centre of the room at Z = 1.1 m. The upper illustrations 
show the situation during daytime, while the lower illustrations show the same at 
night. Heat emitted by the person, 93 W when the person did office work and 70 W 
when sleeping, was included in the estimations. The radiator had a constant surface 
temperature of 31.7 °C.  



Conclusions 

The thermal climate proved to be more stable and uniform with ventilation radiators 
than with floor heating and the conventional radiator. Because the ventilation air was 
pre-heated before entering the room a high ventilation rate could be kept without any 
hazard of cold draught, even if the temperature of the supply air was below freezing. 
With conventional heating systems cold draught is often a major problem in 
wintertime, especially in naturally or exhaust ventilated buildings. 
  The ventilation radiators had higher thermal efficiency than the conventional 
radiator. In practice this means that a lower water temperature may be kept in the 
radiator circuit with the same heat output. This results in energy savings in heat 
production and distribution. Even more energy may be saved if the short reaction 
time of ventilation radiators is used to balance the need for heating and ventilation on 
a daily basis.  
  The ventilation radiator with the narrowest ventilation channel between the radiator 
panels had a larger total heat transfer coefficient and thus a better thermal 
performance than the other ventilation radiators. The reason was higher air velocity 
and a more turbulent flow inside the channel. This knowledge may lead to 
development of ventilation radiators with design differing from that of traditional 
radiators. It is likely that new types of slim double panel ventilation radiators attached 
close to the wall may be interesting both in terms of energy usage and visual 
aspects. To find the ideal geometries for increased convection heat output the 
degree of turbulent air flow in the ventilation channel should be optimized in relation 
to pressure losses and noise. This process should include calculations that show 
whether convection fins would be functional to have inside the ventilation channel. 
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